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ABSTRACT PAGE
C urrent historical archaeological analysis of teaw are s  do not fully consider the 
cultural significance of te a  consum ption. T he teaw are  ceram ics recovered  from th e  Bush 
Hill site  in B arbados provide insight into the  social significance of the  te a  cerem ony  within 
B arbadian society. Similarities exist betw een  u pper and  m iddle c lass te aw are s  suggesting  
te a  consum ption w as linked to sh ared  cultural vau les and not m erely class. B arbadian 
m iddle and  upper c la s se s  privileged the  v a lu es  of hospitality, civility, and  sociability, all 
perform ed through the  com m unal activity of te a  consum ption.
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1Striking the Match
During the eighteenth century, denizens o f England and her overseas colonies 
enjoyed the expensive luxury o f tea drinking as a part o f meals and social 
engagements. An exotic beverage from the Orient, tea was a hot and highly 
caffeinated beverage that was vastly different from the alcoholic beverages typically 
consumed by the British and British colonial working masses at this time 
(Schivelbusch 1992:83). Frequent mention o f tea consumption in journals, travel 
literature, eighteenth-century popular literature and depictions o f tea time in artwork 
speak to the significance o f tea in social and family life. Although eighteenth-century 
use and ownership o f fine ceramic and porcelain teawares is often attributed to social 
elites, this was not always the case. Archaeological investigations at Bush Hill 
House, the home o f a middle-class white Barbadian family, unearthed teawares 
typically associated with the upper classes. Their presence at Bush Hill House 
indicates that tea drinking was not restricted to the upper classes, and that middling 
whites also engaged in the practice. In a society where 90% of the population were 
enslaved Africans and Creoles, and where another 5% were poor whites and 
indentured servants, tea drinking was one o f the principal ways that middle and upper 
class whites in Barbados signaled their identity and cultivated shared social values.
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Historical archaeology seeks to shed new light on the lives of silenced social 
groups by uncovering the mundane objects o f daily life that provide insights into 
activities that are often overlooked in documentary records. As a result, historical 
archaeologists are uniquely positioned to explore the ways in which individuals used 
teawares and tea drinking to help promote community identity as well as cultivate 
shared social values. Historical archaeological investigations at Bush Hill House 
reveal these strategies. Bush Hill House was occupied by middle-class white 
Barbadians in the mid-eighteenth century and it was occupied by wealthy upper-class 
white Barbadians in the late eighteenth century, yet despite the class differences, 
teawares from both periods o f  occupations are nearly identical.. The similarities in 
material culture suggest that middle and upper classes in Barbados shared similar 
social values. The dramaturgical studies o f sociologist Erving Goffman (1959), as 
well as the historical archaeological studies o f Alison Bell (2002), show that tea 
drinking was not simply a preoccupation of the upper classes or an attempt by middle 
classes to emulate the behaviors o f elites. Instead, they evidence suggests that 
Barbadian middle classes used teawares to signal cultural similarities between 
themselves and the elite. Moreover, the concept of the “invisible ink strategy,” 
advanced by archaeologists Barbara J. Little, Kim M. Lanphear, and Doug W. 
Owsley’s (1992), is germane for interpretations of tea consumption in Barbados. The 
invisible ink strategy posits that upper classes maintain their high social standing by 
restricting lower class knowledge of etiquette and social customs. By comparing 
ceramic data from Barbados with a minimum vessel count from an elite household in
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Maryland, I situate my study within the broader framework of the Atlantic world, 
which scholars o f colonialism advocate (Gosden 2004, Lyons and Papadopoulos 
2002).
Analysis o f the collections from Bush Hill House, located on the eastern edge 
o f Bridgetown, is timely. Other than a few site reports compiled by the Colonial 
Williamsburg Foundation Department of Archaeological Research and the University 
o f the West Indies at Cave Hill, Barbados, there has been no archaeological analysis 
o f materials from eighteenth-century urban domestic sites in Barbados. While 
archaeological investigations have been conducted at a number o f seventeenth- 
century British colonial sites in Bridgetown and Holetown, this is the first study to 
detail the social practices o f Barbadian whites in the eighteenth-century (See Smith 
2001, 2004; Smith and Watson forthcoming). Archaeological sites on the island are 
increasingly threatened by development, yet there is a simultaneous push to protect 
archaeological resources by the Barbados National Trust, the Barbados Museum and 
Historical Society, the University o f the West Indies at Cave Hill, Barbados, and 
other individuals invested in historic preservation. In addition, several heritage 
tourism sites and museums in Barbados have recently opened, including the Jewish 
Synagogue Museum in Bridgetown, the historic St. Nicholas Abbey sugar estate in 
St. Peter, and the Bush Hill House (the residence o f George Washington during his 
visit to the island in 1751). These high-profile sites will increase exposure of 
Barbados’ rich cultural heritage. A study o f eighteenth-century material culture from 
Bush Hill House and how its relationship to identity and social values in Barbados
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will no doubt enhance interpretations presented at the museums and spur further 
research into eighteenth-century material life in Barbados.
5Fuel for the Fire: Tea in British Atlantic World
Archaeological evidence, documentary sources, popular literature, and artwork 
provide a context for understanding tea and tea drinking in the British Atlantic world, 
particularly Barbados. Situating my study within broader analyses o f tea and teaware 
ceramics, I also explore the various equipment required to make and serve tea, as well as 
the contexts in which tea was consumed. I devote special attention to the cultural values 
o f civility, hospitality, and sociability in Barbados. Investigating the relationship between 
material culture and these cultural values will breathe life into what could be an otherwise 
bland and objectifying interpretation of material culture.
Historians and anthropologists have speculated about the increasing popularity o f 
tea drinking in the Atlantic world in the late seventeenth century. Historian Wolfgang 
Schivelbusch (1992:81), for example, argues that the increasing demand for tea in the 
British Atlantic world reflects the sophisticated business strategies of the British East 
India Company. That powerful trading company monopolized the tea industry in Britain 
and creatively marketed tea with sugar as a salubrious beverage that provided a key 
source of calories. In essence, according to Schivelbusch, the British East India Company 
increased their profits by successfully manipulating British tastes. Anthropologist Sidney 
W. Mintz (1986), on the other hand, attributes the rise of tea consumption to the 
increasing British sweet tooth in the seventeenth century. According to Mintz, changes in
6the industrial labor regimen led British consumers to crave a harsh, but caffeinated, 
beverage that could easily accommodate the sweet taste o f sugar. Certainly, when 
compared with other caffeinated drinks, such as coffee, the ready availability and 
relatively low cost o f tea spurred widespread tea consumption in Britain and her overseas 
colonies (Pettigrew 2001:19). Yet, in attempting to explain the popularity o f tea, many 
researchers have overemphasized the beverage or plant itself and ignored the ways in 
which tea drinking shaped the social needs of people who used it (Bramah 1972; Forrest 
1973; Huxley 1956).
Historical archaeologists have also been overly preoccupied with viewing ceramic 
and porcelain teawares as markers o f class and, as a result, missed the important ways in 
which teawares helped shape social performances. Ann Yentsch (1994) and George 
Miller (1980, 1991), for example, subsume their analysis o f  teawares within broader 
ceramic studies and do not fully appreciate the significance o f tea consumption at 
particular social events. Instead, the authors treat teawares simply as status indicators. 
For example, George Miller’s (1980, 1991) CC Index, a price guide for imported 
creamware, uses creamware to determine expenditures on teawares at domestic 
household sites. Similarly, Yentsch (1994:133) conducted minimum vessel counts of 
teawares at domestic sites in the Chesapeake to discuss teaware ceramics as “status 
designators.” While historical archaeologists have identified the material culture o f tea 
consumption, they have failed to fully explore the nuances o f how the teawares helped 
individuals assert their identities and promote particular cultural values. The current lack 
o f archaeological studies specifically focused on the pervasive and socially complex
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practice o f tea consumption in eighteenth-century British and British colonial society 
amounts to an unfortunate gap that this thesis seeks to fill. A more contextualized 
consideration o f teawares from Bush Hill House, an eighteenth-century domestic 
household site in Barbados, provides the foundation for a meaningful study of tea 
consumption in the British Atlantic world.
The Emergence o f British Tea Drinking and Teawares
The Dutch dominated the East India trades in the early colonial era. They 
introduced tea to Europe sometime during the first decade o f the fifteenth century and 
served as the source of tea for British merchants (MacGregor 1972:3; Forrest 1973:17; 
Bramah 1972:77). Tea reached Britain during the second half of the seventeenth century. 
The first clear evidence o f tea consumption in Britain comes from a coffeehouse 
advertisement in London in 1658, which probably advertised tea obtained from Dutch 
merchants (Forrest 1973:23-24). The British East India Company did not effectively 
import tea on a regular basis until 1664, after the publication o f Portuguese trading 
routes, which increased British knowledge of Chinese trading practices and helped to 
expand business interests in China (Forrest 1973:26).
During its early years of the tea trade to Britain, tea was expensive and tea 
drinking was largely confined to the wealthy who could afford it. King Charles II and his 
wife Catherine o f Braganza popularized tea consumption among the court, and its 
association with the monarchy no doubt spurred its use among social elites (Pettigrew 
2001:22). In addition, tea was an exotic Asian commodity, which further stimulated
upper class demand for this novel beverage (Day 2000:112). Yet, despite the increasing 
availability o f tea in the late seventeenth century, tea remained a commodity of upper 
class Britons (Young 2003: 91). By the early eighteenth century, the British maritime 
economy greatly expanded and the British East India Company was able to establish 
direct trade routes to China. Regular shipments o f tea began to arrive in Britain at this 
time and the cost o f tea declined (Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2004:74). Moreover, 
Britain’s parliament reduced the tax on tea in 1723, which led to even higher imports 
(Forrest 54). The greater availability o f tea made it more affordable and, thus, increased 
its use among members o f the middle class (Macfarlane and Macfarlane 2004:74; Young 
2003:91; Pettigrew 40). The increasing availability o f tea, however, threatened upper 
class dominance o f tea drinking and the art o f the tea ceremony. In order to maintain their 
monopoly on tea drinking, the upper classes chose only to purchase the most expensive 
and highest quality teas, which were still beyond the economic reach o f the average 
British citizen. In addition, the elite also set themselves apart from the middle classes by 
purchasing the finest porcelain and ceramic teawares (Brown 1995; Pettigrew 2001; Roth 
1961).
By the end o f the seventeenth century, the British East India Company began to 
ship fine Chinese porcelain teawares to England (Wilson 1974:413). Among the items 
were tea bowls, teapots, and sugar bowls produced in styles and motifs that would satisfy 
British tastes (Vainker 1991:153). The popularity o f Chinese teawares also inspired 
British attempts to produce similar teawares. In the late seventeenth century, British 
potteries began to produce teawares from stoneware, and in the 1720s the Staffordshire
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potteries perfected the production o f such goods (Fisher 1965:75). Thin, white, and
delicate, white salt-glazed stoneware possessed many of the qualities necessary to imitate
fine porcelain teawares from China (Fisher 1965:75). White salt-glazed stoneware
vessels appeared in a variety o f forms, including those used for serving and consuming
tea (Noel Hume 1970:17). Teawares made o f white salt-glazed stoneware remained
popular until the 1760s when potter Josiah Wedgwood developed creamware, a light,
thin-bodied ceramic that was much brighter than the earlier white salt-glazed stonewares
(Fisher 1965:76). Creamware, or Queensware, looked similar to porcelain and it
eventually replaced white salt-glazed stonewares as the imitation porcelain. Creamware
became the main alternative to porcelain and it was copied by nearly every British pottery
at the time (Fisher 1965:89-90). In the 1780s, Pearlware, another earthenware imitation
of porcelain, exhibited an even whiter body than Creamware. With its slightly blue tint,
Pearlware surpassed Creamware in popularity (Fisher 1965:89). Both creamware and
pearlware were more affordable than Chinese porcelain, however porcelain remained the
preferred ware type among those who could afford it.
While the British-made teawares did not exactly mirror those used by the
Chinese, the various ceramic forms and the etiquette of the tea ceremony were similar to
that found in China. Lu-yii, the eighth-century Chinese historian of tea, identified
twenty-four utensils “to use in preparing and drinking tea, showing that a rather elaborate
social etiquette for drinking tea had been developed, at least among the aristocracy”
(Ludwig 1981:372). Lu-yii advocates use of
a stove, an ash pan, an iron rod to break the charcoal into small pieces, fire-tongs, 
a cauldron, a frame to support the cauldron, bamboo tongs to hold the tea cake
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during roasting” (at this time tea leaves were packed into a hard cake) “a grinder, 
a brush, a sieving box, a measuring spoon, a wooden water bucket, water filter, a 
ladle, stirring sticks, a salt jar, a jar for boiled water, tea bowls, a basket for 
holding ten tea bowls, a wash basin, a lees jar, a cleaning cloth, a cabinet to hold 
all the utensils, and finally, a basket to hold the cabinet.
(Ming 2003:31)
The British required a similarly large array o f tea-drinking equipment. A 
complete tea set for the denizens o f the British Atlantic world included a tea kettle, tea 
pot, cups, saucers, a slop dish, milk pot, sugar pot, tongs, teaspoon, tea tile, tea tray, tea 
canister, tea chest, and tea table (Roth 1961:74, Barbados National Archives 61605). 
Clearly, while variety existed between the vessels and implements used by the Chinese 
and the British, the tools served similar purposes and reflect the notion o f specific, 
standardized method for proper production and service of tea. In addition, the ten bowls 
making up the Chinese tea service reflect the communal nature o f the tea ceremony in its 
natal culture.
Although originally enjoyed in the public sphere of the coffeehouse, tea drinking 
in the eighteenth century became a private affair that took place in the home. The shift 
likely resulted from the development of a taste for tea among women and the decline o f 
coffeehouses in Britain and Barbados (Burnett 1991:39). Service of tea in the home 
remained a social event despite its more private setting. The tea ceremony offered a 
sphere o f social interaction in which one could demonstrate the ability to agreeably and 
pleasantly interact with others. Rodis Roth (1961:64), a scholar of material culture 
observes, “As tea drinking in the home became fashionable, both host and hostess took 
pride in a well-appointed tea table, for a teapot of silver or fragile blue-and-white
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Oriental porcelain with matching cups and saucers and other equipage added prestige as 
well as elegance to the teatime ritual.”
Drawing on eighteenth-century diaries and artwork, including paintings, cartoons, 
and prints, Roth (1964), as well as social historian Jane Pettigrew (2001), identify the 
ways in which elites arranged the tea service and practiced the tea ceremony. In order to 
properly perform the tea ritual, a slave or servant moved a tea table from its normal 
location against the wall to the center o f the room. If  the teawares were not already set 
on the table, the servant or slave brought the necessary equipage on a tea tray and left 
them on the tray or arranged them on the table. The teapot, sometimes placed on a 
hotplate (a ceramic tile used to protect the table from the heat) served as the focal point of 
the setting (Roth 1961:86). In addition to the teapot, handless tea bowls and handled 
teacups were a crucial prop in the tea ceremony. Milk and sugar were common additions 
to tea, and by the end of the seventeenth century, sugar bowls and milk pitchers had 
become standard equipment that frequently graced tea tables (Young 2003:100; Pettigrew 
33, 56). Silver and pewter spoons and tongs used to add and stir the sugar into the 
teacups were also placed on the tea table. One o f the more unique features o f tea 
equipment was the sop dish, which was used to collect the dregs and waste water from 
the teapot and to rinse the tea dishes between each serving o f tea (Roth 1961:86). The 
servant, slave, or possibly host or hostess, carefully arranged the other materials in a 
circular or linear pattern according to the circular or linear shape o f the tea table (Roth 
1961:81).
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After proper arrangement o f the teawares, a servant or slave brought a kettle of 
boiling water— tea urns replaced kettles later in the eighteenth century—which he or she 
poured directly into the teapot (Roth 1961:88). The host or hostess—usually the 
hostess— then opened the tea canister and used the lid to measure the appropriate amount 
of tea leaves into the pot (Pettigrew 2001:56 White 2000:112). After the tea brewed for 
several minutes, the hostess or host poured the tea into individual cups or bowls 
(Pettigrew 2001:31). It is unclear whether the host or hostess added milk and sugar to the 
cups before distributing them to the participants, but tea drinking commenced once 
everyone’s cup was filled. The ritual required the host or hostess to continue fill a 
guest’s cup whenever it was empty (Roth 1961:72). The proper way to decline 
continued service o f tea was to turn one’s cup upside down in the saucer and place a 
spoon atop o f the cup (Roth 1961:72).
As these descriptions suggest, tea drinking was an art that some novices may have 
considered an intimidating experience. It was a specialized skill that required specialized 
knowledge and equipment. Failure to properly arrange the teawares and orchestrate a 
successful tea ceremony was a socially dangerous task. However, journals, artwork, and 
popular eighteenth-century literature indicate that the tea ceremony was for the most part 
an enjoyable communal experience that took place in a “pleasant social atmosphere” 
(Roth 1961:71). Bernard L. Herman, a scholar o f vernacular architecture, also observes 
the unstructured seating and fluid organization of participants around the table and room 
contributed to the relaxed atmosphere. “The overall effect [of the seating] was one of 
studied casualness where the culture o f the salon prevailed.. ..The emphasis on casual
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display by both hostess and guests relied on a sensibility that reified etiquette and social 
knowledge” (Herman 1997:53). The casual social interaction that occurred during the tea 
ceremony resembled the relaxed social atmosphere of a coffeehouses or taverns, yet 
without the coarseness o f such public establishments.
Sociability
In Britain and her overseas colonies, individuals consumed tea in a variety of 
settings and among different groups o f people (Watson 1979:51, 55). Guests were 
invited— or invited themselves— to take tea in the home o f a host or hostess for breakfast, 
dinner, and supper, as well as part of refreshments throughout the day (Nugent 1966; 
Oldmixon 1741; Picknard 1816). Whether the center of social interaction when served as 
afternoon refreshment to guests or as part of a lengthy social exchange when presented as 
one o f many beverages consumed during dinner, tea was typically associated with social 
and communal activities. Sociability involved the willingness and inclination to spend 
time with others, and teatime provided the setting in which to do so. Journals and 
travelers’ accounts provide evidence for the importance of sociability in eighteenth- 
century British and British colonial society. For example, in the novel Evelina, Frances 
Burney frequently describes the impromptu service of tea and visits to public tea gardens 
after the arrival of friends and guests (Burney 2001). In the Caribbean, in particular, hosts 
welcomed guests throughout the day and visits frequently corresponded with meals or 
times o f refreshment. These sources underscore the importance o f social and sociable
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drinking events, which often revolved around the consumption o f tea. For example,
George Washington noted in a diary of his time in Barbados:
November 4th, 1751. — This morning received a card from Major Clarke, 
welcoming us to Barbados, with an invitation to breakfast and dine with him. We 
went,— myself with some reluctance, as the smallpox was in his family. We were 
received in the most kind and friendly manner by him. Mrs. Clarke was much 
indisposed, insomuch that we had not the pleasure o f her company, but in her 
place officiated Miss Roberts, her niece, and an agreeable young lady. After 
drinking tea we were again invited to Mr. Carter’s, and desired to make his house 
ours till we could provide lodgings agreeable to our wishes, which offer we 
accepted (1997)
W ashington’s diary entry emphasizes several significant aspects o f Barbadian hospitality.
He recognized the value o f sociability within Barbadian society to the extent that he
overlooked concerns over smallpox during his visit with the Clarke family. The entry
also indicates that Washington expected tea and the Clarkes were eager to provide him
with that beverage despite the absence of the lady o f the house.
Lady Maria Nugent (1966), the English-born wife o f the Jamaican governor who
spent several years in Jamaica, wrote a journal that also showcases the importance o f
extending tea-based hospitality and the anxiety o f being unprepared to do so.
General N. and I went out before breakfast, for the first time.— We drove to Lord 
B .’s Penn. Never was there such a scene of dirt and discomfort. Lord B. was in a 
sad fright, thinking that we should expect a breakfast. However, upon his 
Secretary’s whispering to me, that there was but one whole tea-cup and saucer 
and a half, we declared our intention o f returning to the King’s House, where a 
party was waiting for us to breakfast (1966:15).
Lady Nugent’s polite lie further emphasizes the civility that characterized social
exchanges among the elite and middle class.
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As described by Lady Nugent, the morning tea ritual provided an opportunity to 
call upon acquaintances and maintain friendships. However, tea also provided an 
opportunity for creative thought and activity. For example, a 1731 letter to the editor of 
the Barbados Gazette, describes a gentleman who, “having got up very early to take a 
Turn in the Garden. ..found his Appetite very craving; but, unluckily for him, none o f the 
Ladies were come down to direct the Tea-Table” (Krise 1999:2). The writer’s apparent 
plight resulted in an exchange o f mock-epic poetic verses with the ladies o f the house 
replying “Your Hungry Lines, with which you made such Sputter,/ Won, from the FAIR, 
some Tea, and Bread and Butter” (Krise 1999:5). The piece highlights the levity and 
casual nature of daily tea consumption and the polite conversation that it promoted. The 
letter also underscores the importance o f social interaction during tea consumption, 
calling particular attention to the tea table as one o f the places where, “ .. .a Set of Friends 
o f both Sexes...met, purely to pass away a few Days agreeably” (Krise 1999:2). The tea 
table, therefore, represented polite social space and signaled the beginning o f a special 
occasion.
The evidence from journals and diaries from Barbados and other parts of British 
America make it clear that inviting friends, neighbors, and guests into one’s home 
represented an important part o f British colonial social life. The accounts confirm that tea 
drinking was a necessary component o f sociable visitations, particularly when both men 
and women were present. John Senhouse (1986), a custom house officer in Barbados, 
wrote in his dairy on April 9, 1778, “Drank Tea here, Mr. & Mrs. Carrington, & Miss 
Whitiker, a young Lady that came in the last Fleet from England; also Mr. Jo. Wood”
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(Senhouse 1986:188). Senhouse also provides a more colorful perspective on the 
importance o f tea and its role in facilitating sociability in the island. He observed several 
evening events in which multiple families would gather to have dinner and tea. These 
events were followed by “country dances” (Senhouse 1986:412). With a large group 
present, tea often gave way to or occurred in the context o f dancing, card playing, and 
musical performances.
Tea was also consumed outside the context of formal tea parties. Evening tea, for 
example, was an almost exclusively female practice. Alcohol drinking was typically a 
m an’s domain while tea drinking was a task for the genteel women. For example, George 
Pinckard (1816:103), a military physician in Barbados, wrote, after “the too prevalent 
English custom o ffending away the ladies, or according to the politer term, o f the ladies 
retiring after dinner, for the gentlemen to enjoy their bottle.” In William Congreve’s 
1694 play, The Double Dealer, the women did not completely remove themselves after 
dinner, but shifted to the opposite end of the room and “...retired to their tea and scandal 
according to their ancient custom ...’” (Pettigrew 2001: 29). Congreve’s interpretation of 
feminine interaction highlights the importance o f gossip around the tea table, an element 
also emphasized by Daniel Defoe in his book Moll Flanders (1996). Literary sources and 
journals offering a female perspective also discuss the role of gossip and drama during 
teatime, but more regularly describe women’s enjoyment of female company (Nugent 
1966; Schaw 1939; Burney 2001).
The significance of the social consumption of tea was so important that 
eighteenth-century journalists, authors and artists portrayed solitary tea drinking as
deviant. William Hogarth’s illustration The H arlot’s Progress goes so far as to align 
solitary tea drinking with the culturally unacceptable behavior of prostitution. In 
Jamaica, elite women also rejected solitary tea drinking. For example, Lady Nugent 
(1966:95) wrote, “As my poor maid was the only white person in the house besides 
myself, I sent for her, intending she should make the tea, and take her breakfast with me.” 
Evidently, Nugent was so concerned about solitary tea drinking that she preferred to 
drink tea with her maid rather than drink it alone.
Illustration 1. William Hogarth’s engraving The H arlot’s Progress, plate 2
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Hospitality
It is not surprising that the service o f tea was a part of the hospitality exhibited by 
Barbadians, particularly given the importance o f sociability during tea consumption. The 
hospitality exhibited by Barbadians is a consistent theme throughout histories and travel 
literature from the island. Eighteenth-century British historian John Oldmixon 
(1741:127), for example, wrote, “the Gentlemen o f Barbados are civil, generous, 
hospitable, and very sociable.” Nearly a century later, John Waller (1816:19), a visitor to 
Barbados, addressed the level o f hospitality on the island observing that he “never 
witnessed a single instance o f deficiency” in regards to hospitality from anyone. He 
further observed,
When riding near the dwelling o f the planters, I have been frequently stopped on 
the road by negroes, who invited me, in their master’s name, to come to the house 
to take some refreshment. I have afterwards found that this invitation was a mere 
matter o f course, the master knowing nothing o f it till my arrival, when the slave 
would be highly commended for his vigilance and attention.
(Waller 1816:19)
The fact that slaves were commended for providing their owners with opportunities to 
exhibit hospitality emphasizes the extreme importance of this virtue within Barbadian 
society. However, historian Larry Gragg (2003:176) noted that Barbadian planters 
“enjoyed amiable large gatherings and good food and drink, but they invested in this 
congeniality and friendship not only to display their generosity but also to enhance their 
standing and demonstrate their wealth and power.” Extensions o f hospitality involving 
the tea ceremony were friendly, but also served as a method of reifying the social order, 
in part through demonstration o f civility.
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Civility
According to historian John Spurr (1998:27), civility “was an ideal, a vision of
how the elite should conduct themselves.” Participation in tea consumption required
knowledge o f proper etiquette and an invitation to tea implied acceptance within the
“civil” sphere o f society. Little, Lanphear, and Owsley (2003:398) emphasize the
importance o f group cultivation o f knowledge. Such knowledge helped set elites apart
from others and is, in fact, concealed from others as if written in invisible ink. It was a
language that only the elite knew. Drawing on archaeological evidence from Annapolis,
historical archaeologist Paul A. Shackel wrote,
During the eighteenth century, the upper wealth groups increasingly used polite 
behavior to socially segment themselves from other groups.... People considered 
manners to be part o f the natural qualities o f humans, and knowing the natural 
order legitimized their domination over lower groups. These ideas o f ‘good 
behavior’ were said to be embedded in nature and were prominent in the creation 
o f groups, individuals, and in the development and maintenance o f a stratified 
society (1993:70).
Because civility involved knowledge o f appropriate behaviors and conversation, tolerable 
exchanges between individuals could take place along the lines o f a shared set of 
behaviors or etiquette. The tea ceremony provided a context in which desirable behavior 
could occur. Such a context no doubt contributed to the overall pleasantries o f life for 
free, white, middle- and upper-class British colonists living in the tropical margins o f the 
British Atlantic world. Moreover, it served to strengthen social bonds and reinforce social 
obligations.
The tea ceremony was a little luxury that helped make life a little more pleasant 
on a colonial Barbadian frontier that was often visited by epidemiological disasters and
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that often used violence and coercion to negotiate racial, legal, and class tensions. Tea 
drinking allowed wealthy and middle class participants to feel connected to the cultural 
practices of the British metropole. In addition, the caffeine stimulated the body, which 
helped fuel social interaction. As one of Tobias Sm ollefs characters somewhat 
condescendingly observes, individuals who attended the popular public tea gardens in 
London spent time “drinking hot water, under the denomination o f tea, till nine or ten 
o ’clock at night, to keep them awake for the rest of the evening” (Smollett 1990:88). The 
great benefit o f  wakefulness being the ability continue conversations, play cards, dance, 
enjoy music— in short, to extend time spent with others.
The tea ceremony provided a context in which desirable behavior could occur, 
which no doubt contributed to the overall pleasantness o f life for free British colonists in 
this tropical frontier. With the introduction o f tea into British society, tea drinkers 
associated the beverage with “high breeding” and social awareness. Knowledge of 
etiquette and acquisition of fine teawares were crucial for proper participation in the 
ceremony, a pleasant social event for men and women. As an activity that promoted 
sociability, hospitality, and civility, tea was a significant and meaningful practice in 
Barbados. Tea consumption and the presence o f teawares at Bush Hill House should be 
interpreted in light o f these cultural values rather than simply wealth or class.
2 1
Bringing the Water to a Boil: Field and Analytical Methods
The teaware ceramics from the Bush Hill site in Barbados provide insight into the 
communal nature of the tea ceremony and the ways in which it contributed to the 
cultivation o f free, white Barbadian social values. Over the course o f the eighteenth 
century, both middle and upper class families owned the Bush Hill property. Analysis o f 
the teaware ceramic assemblage from Bush Hill House, therefore, allows us to consider 
the ways in which Barbadians o f different social classes used similar material culture. A 
brief overview o f the significance o f the site, the previous archaeological work conducted 
at the site, and the laboratory and analytical methods used to examine the ceramic 
assemblage from Bush Hill provides the foundation for this thesis research.
Illustration 2. Restored Bush Hill House (George Washington House)
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Bush Hill House is located on the southwest coast of Barbados near the capital of 
Bridgetown and overlooking Carlisle Bay. Its proximity to Bridgetown, the main port in 
Barbados, and Carlisle Bay meant that residents had easy access to imported goods, as 
well as ready knowledge o f prominent visitors to the island. From the construction o f the 
first house on the Bush Hill property around 1720 to its sale in 1753, the families residing 
at the Bush Hill House site represented middling Barbadian families. While not members 
of the plantocratic elite, the residents owned slaves and enjoyed material conditions 
similar to that o f the upper class. However, their lack of extensive landholdings and their 
professional careers outside the context o f sugar production relegated them to middle 
class status. Such families represented perhaps 4% o f the population o f  Barbados at this 
time.
William Cogan first acquired the 43 acres o f the Bush Hill property before 1719 
when he left the property to his young children (Agbe-Davies, et al. 2000:xxvi). In 
ca.1746, Richard Croftan, a captain in the militia and a surgeon, acquired the property 
through marriage to Judith Cogan (Warren 2001:18). The Croftans maintained the 
property until 1753 when the property passed to the Graeme family, owners o f a sugar 
plantation and members o f the Barbadian elite. Crofton probably sold the property to the 
Graeme family to settle old financial debts. In the 1780s, Dottin Maycox, another 
member o f the Barbadian elite whose family owned a large sugar plantation, purchased 
the property and within a few years sold it to the British Ordinance Department (Agbe- 
Davies et al. 2000:67). The Ordinance Department used the house as quarters for Royal 
Engineer Corps officer, Charles Shipley (Graham 1999:66).
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Despite the long line o f property owners who had possession o f the Bush Hill 
House during the eighteenth century, the most famous residents at the site were the 
nineteen year-old George Washington and his older half brother Lawrence. In 1751, 
George and Lawrence Washington left their home in Virginia and spent three months in 
Barbados in the hope that the island’s tropical climate would help cure Lawrence’s 
tuberculosis (Washington 2007). When the brothers’ original housing was quarantined by 
a smallpox outbreak, they rented Bush Hill House from Captain Croftan. During his stay, 
George contracted smallpox, one o f the many health problems he would encounter during 
his life. George survived his bout of smallpox and went on to lead the Continental Armies 
during the American Revolution 25 years later. George’s time in Barbados and his 
observation o f military procedure on the island helped crystallize his position in Virginia 
aristocracy when he returned to Virginia and inspired him to pursue a military career.
During the 1990s, the site’s affiliation with George Washington, as well as its 
association with the Garrison District and the British West India Regiment, attracted the 
interest o f the Barbados National Trust. With the intent o f developing a heritage tourism 
site, the National Trust sought the archaeological and architectural expertise o f the 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation’s Department o f Archaeological Research (DAR). 
The DAR conducted several archaeological investigations at the site between 1999 and 
2001. Moreover, Dr. Karl Watson o f the Department o f History at the University o f the 
West Indies, as well as his students Michael Stoner and Martina Alleyne, conducted 
additional archaeological tests at the site in 2002 and 2006. Also in 2006, Dr. Frederick 
H. Smith and students from the College o f William and Mary conducted further
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archaeological excavations at the site as part of an ongoing field program aimed at 
exploring urban life in Barbados.
Wall cliff
Kitchen
Illustration 3. Plan map o f gulley excavations at Bush Hill
The first archaeological investigation of Bush Hill occurred in September o f 1999 
when the DAR assessed the property in order to determine whether the existing Bush Hill 
House was the place where Washington stayed during his visit to the island as a young 
man (Agbe-Davies, et al. 2000:29). The goals o f the project were to determine the 
integrity o f archaeological deposits, gain an understanding of how the property developed 
historically, and recover artifacts that might provide insights into Washington’s life in 
Barbados. Strategically placed test units addressed specific research questions about the 
development o f the property and the architectural features of the main house sought to
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determine the look o f the structure during W ashington’s time (Agbe-Davies, et al. 
2000:30). The team from Colonial Williamsburg excavated fifteen lx l m units following 
the natural stratigraphy and found that the deposits were relatively well preserved (Agbe- 
Davies, et al. 2000:32). The presence o f intact stratigraphic sequences with well- 
preserved deposits is consistent with other archaeological investigations in Bridgetown, 
as well as other urban contexts (Smith 2001; Smith 2004; Crain et al 2004; Farmer et al 
2007; Smith and Watson forthcoming). Such good integrity seems to be lacking in the 
Barbadian countryside due to the intensive and extensive plowing o f soils for sugarcane 
cultivation (Handler and Lange 1978). Although there were few contexts dating to the 
early eighteenth century, the artifacts confirmed that the house was constructed sometime 
around 1720. The artifacts recovered from the site, including creamware and fine 
porcelain teawares, suggested the site was “a fairly typical prosperous residence” (Agbe- 
Davies, et al. 2000:57).
Research continued in the winter o f 1999-2000 and again in 2001. At that time, 
excavations focused on the gulley located just to the north o f the property. The goal o f 
that research project was to determine whether the gulley area had been used for the 
disposal o f  refuse from the main Bush Hill House located to the south adjacent to the 
gulley (Agbe-Davies 2005:9). The DAR placed excavation units in parts o f the gulley 
thought to contain trash deposited from the kitchen and privy o f the main house. Unit A, 
placed in the gulley area below the former privy, did not yield much eighteenth-century 
material, but Unit B, placed below the former kitchen, contained a substantial amount of 
material from the mid-eighteenth century, the time when Washington visited Barbados
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and lived at Bush Hill House. The archaeologists working in the gulley identified five 
layers o f stratigraphy sitting atop bedrock. These same five layers were observed in all o f 
the excavation units excavated in the gully (Butts, Albinger, Brown 2000:9). The intact 
stratigraphy o f the layers was surprising given the potential for downslope movement and 
slope wash. Although Unit A contained surprisingly few eighteenth-century artifacts, 
Unit B ’s stratigraphy and artifact content was more reflective o f the general pattern in the 
gulley. The first and second layers consisted primarily o f twentieth-century material with 
some eighteenth-century inclusions. Layer three contained a lower concentration o f 
artifacts with a notable decrease in twentieth-century artifacts. The fourth layer 
contained eighteenth- and nineteenth-century artifacts, but some twentieth-century 
artifacts were also present. Layer five, an ash and charcoal layer directly atop o f coral 
bedrock, contained a great variety o f eighteenth-century artifacts. No Amerindian or 
seventeenth-century material was found in the gulley, suggesting that the coral bedrock in 
the gulley was completely exposed until the early eighteenth-century when the Bush Hill 
House was constructed and the gulley area saw its first significant human activity. In 
expanding Unit B and other test units, no twentieth-century material was recovered in the 
lower layers (Butts, Albinger, Brown 2000:6). During subsequent excavations o f other 
units in the gulley, Layer 5, which rested directly on coral bedrock, yielded only 
eighteenth-century artifacts with little or no intrusions from later periods (Agbe-Davies 
25:2005).
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Figure 4. Profile o f Gulley Unit B
During the third phase o f DAR field research at Bush Hill House in 2001, 
excavations continued with the expansion of test units and the excavation of several new 
excavation units in the main site area (Agbe-Davies 2005). The researchers concluded 
that layers 4 and 5 in the gulley represented a significant mid-eighteenth century context 
that was reasonably intact and undisturbed. Butts et al. (2001) observed that the ceramic 
fragments recovered from the layers 4 and 5 represented fashionable tableware. In 
particular, Unit B yielded fragments o f teawares, punch bowls, and fancy dinner plates 
from matching sets (Butts, Albinger, Brown 2001:8).
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Subsequent excavations in 2006 by the University o f the West Indies revealed a 
similar artifact assemblage in the lower layers of the gulley. The UWI team opened 
several lm  x lm  units in the gulley. The new units were excavated in three arbitrary 
10cm layers rather than following the natural stratigraphy. They recovered large amounts 
of eighteenth century materials, confirming that the soils in the gulley were relatively 
undisturbed by modern intrusions. Finally, in the summer o f 2006, the field crew from 
the College o f William and Mary expanded the earlier excavation units in the gulley 
creating one large excavation block that was roughly 6m x 8m. Under the direction o f 
Frederick H Smith, students resumed excavation by natural layers and fully excavated 
down to the level o f  coral bedrock.
I was fortunate to assist historical archaeologist Frederick H. Smith and his 
students at the site to conduct further research at the gulley. My primary responsibility 
was to identify and catalog previously excavated materials from Bush Hill, as well as the 
material recovered from the newly excavated areas of the gulley. No one could hope for a 
more beautiful lab in which to research. Working on the top floor o f the restored “George 
Washington House,” I had the pleasure o f opening the shutters and windows each 
morning and feeling the Trade Winds rush into the brightly painted room. From the back 
window one could see the sparkling blue o f the Caribbean. Other windows offered 
prospects of the massive construction and restoration project underway at the site. The 
Barbados National Trust began revitalizing and restoring the property in 2004, a project 
which included restoration and outfitting o f the house to serve as a museum 
commemorating George Washington’s stay on the island and featuring exhibits on
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various parts of Barbadian history. During the summer o f 2006, the main house was 
nearly complete, but the grounds and outbuildings were still being finalized as were the 
materials and exhibits that would be displayed within the house.
Methods
From the outset o f my research, I worked with Martina Alleyne, Assistant Curator 
o f the George Washington House. Alleyne is one of only a few Barbadian archaeologists 
and her insights into the materials recovered from Bush Hill were invaluable. Alleyne and 
the members o f  the George Washington House Board were particularly interested in 
cross-mending vessels recovered from the archaeological excavations for display in the 
emerging George Washington House Museum. On the other hand, I wanted to conduct a 
minimum vessel count of the teawares from Bush Hill that would serve as the basis for 
my MA thesis at the College of William and Mary. Alleyne and I designed a strategy that 
would enable us to achieve our respective research goals. We decided to focus our efforts 
first on the white salt-glazed stoneware, porcelain, and creamware ceramics recovered 
from the site due to our mutual interests in early to mid-eighteenth century life at Bush 
Hill. To begin, we completed the unfinished artifact catalogue and gathered the bags o f 
appropriate ceramics. A significant portion o f the ceramics required washing before we 
applied a base coat o f lacquer, an India ink catalog number label, and a top coat of 
lacquer. After the preparatory steps, we laid the ceramic sherds on a table and grouped 
them into categories to facilitate cross-mending. Alleyne and I conducted the majority o f 
the cross-mending with occasional help from the field school students.
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After most of the cross mending was completed, I began conducting a minimum 
vessel count. I chose to identify individual vessels based on rim differences. This 
decision was spurred by the high frequency o f rim fragments in the collection and the fact 
that the rim sherds exhibited a greater variety o f decorative features than the vessel bases. 
Vessels with similar rim patterns were distinguished from each other based on paste 
color, rim width, decoration color, coloration on the edge of the rim, and curvature. 
Rims with the same characteristics received the same vessel number, and all decorative 
information, diameters, and vessel types were recorded in a database along with the 
general function o f each vessel. For those rim sherds belonging to the same vessel, I 
identified the lowest level from which a sherd was recovered and assigned a time period 
to the vessel based on the provenience o f the deepest sherd. I applied general period 
ranges to the vessels based on known ceramic manufacture dates and listing o f wares in 
probate inventories. The early- to mid-eighteenth century period included white salt 
glazed stoneware and porcelain and the mid- to late eighteenth century period included 
creamware and porcelain. This general categorization was also necessary given the 
varying methods used to excavate and label layers throughout the multiple excavations 
carried out at the Bush Hill House site.
At the completion o f the minimum vessel count, each group of ceramic sherds 
were photographed and labeled according to their vessel number. In addition, several 
large body and base fragments from teacups were photographed because they served as 
strong visual representations o f the types o f teawares found at the site. The entire process
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followed the minimum vessel count strategy advocated by Anne Yentsch, which involves 
the identification of vessel forms and different wares based on function (Yentsch 1990).
I selected a minimum vessel count as a method o f analysis for several reasons. 
Unlike the artifact frequency methods developed by Stanley South (1977), the minimum 
vessel count approach seemed to present the most accurate method for identifying the 
number o f vessels in the archaeological record from the site. In addition, a minimum 
vessel count is useful for identifying variation in the functional and symbolic aspects of 
material culture and how they fit into social practice and organization (Yentsch 1990:25). 
I was able to consider changes in frequencies o f vessels o f different functions and wares, 
which provided insight into the preferences of the various residents o f Bush Hill House 
and the ways in which ceramics were used in social activities over the course o f the 
eighteenth century. Minimum vessel counts also facilitate comparison with information 
from eighteenth-century probate inventories and wills from Barbados. More importantly, 
because archaeologists working at British colonial sites in North America, especially in 
the Chesapeake, frequently conduct minimum vessel counts o f ceramic pieces, applying 
the minimum vessel count strategy at Bush Hill house was necessary for developing a 
comparative framework. Thus, the information from Bush Hill can be compared with 
minimum vessel count data from Yentsch’s study of the Calvert site in Maryland, an 
eighteenth century domestic site associated with the wealthy and powerful Calvert 
family.
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Illustration 5. Creamware vessels after completion o f minimum vessel count 
Analytical Methods
The most basic level o f archaeological analysis involves examination o f the 
material record from a site. Understanding the results o f previous site excavations, the 
stratagraphic sequence, the artifact distribution, and the layout o f the landscape are 
crucial for processes that shaped the development o f the site as a whole. Attention to the 
presence or absence o f artifacts, artifact attributes, artifact frequencies, and the ways in 
which the relationships between artifacts changed over time allows us to address more 
specific questions about teawares and the social, political, and economic processes that 
dictated patterns o f tea consumption in the British Americas. By categorizing artifacts,
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producing charts, and running statistical analyses, I was able to identify patterns in the 
archaeological record that reflected the way early Barbadians pursued distinct cultural 
practices, embraced unique social values, and signaled their identity on the colonial 
Caribbean frontier. Comparing the minimum vessel count data with evidence from other 
archaeological sites in the British Americas has resulted in a more nuanced understanding 
of the social practices that shaped life in the British Atlantic world in the eighteenth 
century.
While the archaeological evidence is essential to understanding tea use at Bush 
Hill and other British colonial sites, it is necessary to consider the contributions the 
documentary record has made to our understanding of tea consumption. Historical 
documents complement our understanding o f the wide range of vessels that were 
available in eighteenth-century households. Wills, probate inventories, journals, diaries, 
and eighteenth century literature shed light on the assemblage from Bush Hill house. 
Probate inventories and wills, in particular, provided a more complete account o f the 
teawares and equipment present in eighteenth-century Barbadian households, as well as 
insights into the quality and quantity o f those ceramics and their locations within the 
households. Personal letters, diaries, and travelers’ journals describe other important 
aspects of the tea ceremony, such as the time of day tea was consumed, the people with 
whom one consumed tea, and attitudes towards the experiences. When these documents 
are incorporated into the analysis, they provide an emic perspective into the social 
practice o f tea drinking and its significance within broader social milieu. While historical 
archaeologists rely heavily on these traditional documentary sources, few have tapped
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into popular literature as a primary source for understanding cultural dynamics, such as 
tea drinking. It is unfortunate that contemporary literature is overlooked because it can 
be an equally rich source o f insight into the attitudes and use of material culture and 
social practices.
Popular literary sources facilitate interpretation of the archaeological record in 
two ways. As with journals, letters, wills, and probate inventories, popular literature 
names the types of material culture being used, the ways in which they are used, and the 
places and times they are used. However, unlike probate inventories and wills, popular 
literature presents action and emotion. As with ethnographic field notes, literary sources 
present material culture and social practices in dynamic and expressive ways, and in 
many cases mirrors well-written and descriptive journals. In addition to using literary 
texts to identify the use o f material culture within society, one can also consider the 
author’s motive for discussing the material culture or social practice within the text. 
Literature, therefore, presents material culture and its use as a part of a larger narrative—  
and a narrative o f limited words. There is a specific reason why an author chooses to 
mention material culture and social practices in a text. By examining the context in 
which the material culture or practice is presented, the people present, the tone, etc., 
archaeologists can gain a deeper perspective into how it is viewed in society as a whole. 
However, they must be aware o f the potential biases present in literature, as in any 
historical document. An author may not always accurately portray the attitudes and 
behaviors o f individuals outside his or her gender, class, or region. Also, intentional 
literary devises or genres, such as satires, may overemphasize or mock particular
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behaviors, so the reader must be attune to the theme and tone of the work in order to 
properly interpret the descriptions therein.
Archaeological, documentary, and literary evidence all contribute to a new 
understanding o f the significance o f tea drinking in eighteenth-century British colonial 
society. The various methods must be used in conjunction with each other in order to 
best understand the cultural significance o f the tea ceremony. The minimum vessel count 
strategy serves as a foundation for my research and, when used in a comparative 
framework, reveals visible trends and patterns in the artifact assemblage. However, I also 
view the teawares from Bush Hill through the lens of documentary and literary sources. 
The combination of these methods provides the basis for a sophisticated archaeological 
approach that views ceramics as more than simply markers o f status and uses teawares to 
elucidate social relationship, cultural practices, and social performances o f British 
colonists in Barbados in the eighteenth century.
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Steeping the Leaves: Theoretical Perspectives
White middle class tea consumption in Barbados was a communal experience that 
reflected not only the desire to emulate the activities of the upper classes, but the hope of 
developing a shared value system that created linkages between white Barbadians of 
different social standing. The theoretical perspectives o f Erving Goffman (1959) and 
Alison Bell (2002) are particularly useful for understanding the social dynamics that 
characterized white middle class tea consumption in Barbados. Barbara J. Little, Kim M. 
Lanphear, and Doug W. Owsley (1992) also offer fresh insights into the ways in which 
tea consumption contributed to group identity while simultaneously excluding the lower 
classes from participation. Their insights require us to develop a more nuanced 
understanding of the communal nature o f the tea ceremony, and the ways in which such 
performances helped promote civility, sociability, and hospitality in an otherwise volatile 
social climate.
In Barbados, civility, sociability, and hospitality were requisite behaviors for 
individuals who sought to promote an anglicized society that celebrated “high” British 
ideals (Green qtd. in Gragg 2003:8, Watson 1979:30). The tea ceremony allowed 
members o f both the upper and middle classes in Barbados to perform and communicate 
a shared sense of Anglican identity. Such shared behavior indicates the existence of a 
cultural accord, which Bell (2002:254) defines as the “tendency for people o f varying 
economic means to act more or less in sync with one another, not because some were
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following the lead o f others but because they were responding to new circumstances in 
similar ways.” Bell’s argument acknowledges that the middle class participated in tea 
consumption, not solely out o f the desire to emulate the rich, but out o f the middle-class 
desire to maintain a sense o f  social superiority over the vast majority o f the population 
who were either poor whites or enslaved Africans (Watson 1979:30). Barbadian historian 
Karl Watson, in his study o f British colonials in early Barbados, identifies the connection 
between British values and colonial preoccupation with orderliness. According to 
Watson,
Caribbean slave systems placed great value on ‘things European.’ The 
preservation o f the structure rested on the acceptance by all parties concerned o f 
the superiority o f European values. The Creole white therefore made a 
determined effort to retain these values so as to entrench his authority.
(Watson 1989:30)
Both the middle and upper classes in Barbados endorsed the process o f Anglicization by 
participating in group-specific activities, such as tea consumption, practiced primarily, if 
not exclusively, by island whites.
The tea ceremony, as practiced by the upper and middle classes in Barbados, was 
one o f many strategies used to create social divisions between the privileged, slave- 
owning class and the poor whites and enslaved Africans who labored for them. 
Knowledge o f proper tea ceremony etiquette and possession of the necessary teawares for 
consumption calls to mind the “invisible-ink” strategy elucidated by Little, Lanphear, and 
Owsley (1992:398) in their discussion o f Anglo-American mortuary display practices in 
eighteenth-century North America. They argue that the “invisible-ink strategy” 
represented an upper-class effort to restrict the knowledge o f  material culture and the
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proper use of that material culture in order to identify and exclude those of a lower social 
standing. The tea ceremony etiquette, as well as the teawares that graced the tables of 
upper and middle class households in Barbados created social divisions that allowed 
wealthier residents on the island to maintain their high social standing in society. A 
proper tea ceremony required knowledge of a “language” that only the upper and middle 
classes could understand. Not only were poor whites and enslaved peoples unable to 
afford expensive tea and teawares, they were also constrained by the demands o f the 
invisible ink strategy and, thus, unfamiliar with the rules that ordered such events.
The great irony is, o f course, that poor whites and enslaved Africans were the 
individuals responsible for setting up the tea table, pouring hot water from the kettle to 
the teapot, and removing the dirty dishes once the tea ceremony had ended. In other 
words, despite the fact that poor whites and enslaved peoples were often present and part 
o f tea-drinking events as servants and domestics, the upper-class application o f the 
invisible ink strategy prevented servants and domestics from learning, and therefore 
pursuing, the proper art o f tea drinking. The reason for this irony is that, although present 
at tea-drinking events, poor white servants and enslaved domestics were not members o f 
the “teams” participating in the tea ceremony. They represented what Goffman 
(1959:151) calls “non-persons,” or those who are “ ...expected to be present in the front 
region while the host is presenting a performance o f hospitality to the guests...” but “in 
some respects do not take the role either o f performer or audience, nor do they. ..pretend 
to be what they are not.” In this respect, the tea ceremony was a context in which 
members o f the lower classes were excluded from the opportunity to exhibit the values o f
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sociability, hospitality, and civility. In addition, their characterization as non-persons, or 
persons without social consequence in the context o f group tea consumption also 
prevented them from becoming social players in a significant aspect o f the tea 
ceremony— its communal nature.
The significance o f social performance during the tea ceremony is illuminated by 
Goffman’s (1959) dramaturgical approach outlined in The Presentation o f  S e lf in 
Everyday Life. Although the concept o f tea drinking as social performance is not new—  
both Martin and Yensch identify teawares as “props”— Goffman’s emphasis on the 
importance of the performer and audience provides a model, which supports the 
communal or social importance o f the tea ceremony (Yentsch 1994:146, Martin 
2001:43). According to Goffman, social interaction is like a performance. Individuals 
perform so as to encourage audience members to interpret the situation and develop 
impressions according to the performer’s intentions (Goffman 1959). In the context o f the 
tea ceremony, the host or hostess perform in order to encourage the audience to interpret 
the situation and their hosts as civil, hospitable, and sociable. The host and hostess 
project hospitality in their invitation to guests, as well as in the practice o f offering an 
expensive and gentile luxury for visitors. Projection o f sociability involves pleasant 
interaction with guests and conversation focusing on polite topics that sometimes mask 
severe social tensions between guests. Finally, the host or hostess projected civility 
through knowledge o f the proper etiquette for tea service and consumption, possession o f 
the appropriate utensils and vessels, and ability to monitor the development of the event 
and ensure its pleasant atmosphere.
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The presence o f teams during the tea ceremony also highlights the communal 
aspect o f the tea ceremony. Goffman (1959: 79, 83) defines a team as “any set of 
individuals who co-operate in staging a single routine” and teammate participation is 
crucial for “fostering a given definition of the situation.” Eighteenth-century travelers’ 
journals, popular literary sources, and paintings suggest at least two family members or 
intimate friends were likely to have been present in situations where a guest or 
acquaintance was present for tea, and closely linked individuals would have operated as 
teams to communicate their identities and values to the guests. Goffman (1959: 82) 
further observes “any member o f the team has the power to give the show away or disrupt 
it by inappropriate conduct.” For this reason, rigid etiquette and decorum were crucial for 
the desired projection and maintenance o f front during the eighteenth-century tea 
ceremony (Goffman 1959:22). Team members depended on each other to behave in ways 
that defined them as civilized, hospitable, and cultured in anglicized practices.
Goffman (1959:97) also observes that, “someone is given the right to direct and 
control the progress of the dramatic interaction” during team performances. In the tea 
ceremony, this individual would have been the host. He or she also arranged for the 
servants or slaves to move the tea table, bring the appropriate equipage, and pour the hot 
water from the kettle or urn into the teapot. The host was also responsible for steeping 
the tea, pouring it into cups, and distributing the cups to guests. Alternately, the 
individual may have assigned various tasks to other individuals present (Goffman 
1959:99). It is also likely that he or she was responsible for setting an example o f proper 
etiquette and conversation. This individual played a primary role in projecting the
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definition o f the situation— the tea ceremony— as refined, civil, and British, while other 
members o f the team responded with appropriate conversation and actions that further 
reinforced the civil nature o f the event.
The audience members, who could also be thought of as a second team, had the 
option to accept or contest the performing team’s projection based on the adeptness of the 
performance or on previous encounters. Low-quality tea, incorrect water temperatures, or 
inexpensive and chipped teawares represent possible cues that could have led the 
audience to question the performer’s projections. Likewise, the performing team could 
question the audience’s projections, particularly if they lacked the proper knowledge of 
etiquette. Despite these possibilities, documentary evidence offers little support for 
regular contestation o f performance during the tea ceremony. Rather, it seems that teams 
were likely to accept the performance or at very least project what Goffman (1959:91) 
terms a “surface agreement,” or temporary restraint of contradiction. Awareness o f the 
ever-shifting position from audience to performer and vice verse likely contributed to 
surface agreements or acceptance o f projected performances. Observations by journalists 
and writers recording experiences in Barbados and the West Indies suggest a reciprocal 
aspect o f social events. Audience team members of one tea ceremony likely accepted the 
performance projected by the host or hostesses teams, particularly if the audience team 
members anticipated playing the role o f host in the future. In the context o f the tea 
ceremony, the teams present had incentive to accept the sociable, civil, and hospitable 
projections o f others in order to promote continued practice of the social values in the 
future.
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The vital roles o f both the performer and audience in the success o f the 
performance illustrates that tea consumption was not an individualized activity that 
promoted separation. The tea ceremony involved both the performer and the audience, 
and the audience’s interpretation was as important as the performance itself. It was, thus, 
a communal activity. As a ceremony that required expensive tea, ceramics, and 
knowledge o f  appropriate etiquette, the tea ceremony was also well suited to serve as a 
context for individuals and teams to project civility, sociability, and hospitality— values 
promoted among the middle and upper classes in Barbados.
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A Strong Brew: Archaeological Findings and Interpretations at Bush Hill House
This chapter provides a general overview o f ceramic ware types recovered from 
the Bush Hill House and a discussion o f ceramic and porcelain teaware vessels recovered 
from the site. The archaeological findings are interpreted within a framework that draws 
upon the historical background and theoretical abstractions presented in previous 
chapters. The artifacts recovered from Bush Hill House provide insight into the 
consumption patterns and material conditions o f residents in eighteenth-century 
Barbados. Teawares comprised 48% o f the porcelain, white salt-glazed stoneware, and 
creamware ceramics recovered from the site which suggests they were used frequently 
and did not simply serve as decorative or display pieces. In addition, fragments from a tea 
set and a hotplate also indicate that that the ceramics were actually used to prepare and 
serve tea. Overall, the ceramic evidence allows us to make several general observations. 
Teawares first appear at the site during the early eighteenth century and are o f the highest 
quality. In addition, the presence of high quality teawares continues into the mid- to late 
eighteenth century despite the availability of less expensive creamware vessels. Finally, 
the frequency of teawares declines significantly from the mid- to the late eighteenth 
century despite the British trend towards an increase in tea consumption. These 
observations provide the starting point for further interpretations o f cultural contexts and 
practices in eighteenth-century Barbados.
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Vessel Number Period Form Location
60 early-mid 18tn ch a m b e r  pot Gulley
61 early-mid 18th ch a m b e r  pot Gulley
62 early-mid 18th ch a m b e r  pot Gulley
74 early-mid 18th ch a m b e r  pot Gulley
66 early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
67 early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
68 early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
69 early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
70 early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
63 early-mid 18th Plate Gulley
64 early-mid 18th Plate Gulley
65 early-mid 18th Plate Gulley
72 early-mid 18th Plate Gulley
73 early-mid 18th Plate Gulley
71 early-mid 18th Undetermined Gulley
75 mid-late 18th ch a m b e r  pot Gulley
Table 1. White salt-glazed stoneware vessels
Analysis focused on white salt-glazed stoneware, porcelain, and creamware, the 
majority o f which were recovered in the gulley. Nearly all o f  the white salt-glazed 
stoneware vessels were recovered from the lowest level o f stratigraphy in the gulley, 
which was probably deposited in the early to mid- eighteenth century. White salt-glazed 
stoneware fragments were also recovered from a unit between the house and the former 
kitchen, and the DAR draws on its presence to establish the early eighteenth century 
construction date of the house (Agbe-Davies et al. 2001:xi). Thus, white salt-glazed
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stoneware was widely used at Bush Hill House during its earliest period o f occupation 
and its popularity continued into the mid-eighteenth century. The sixteen white salt- 
glazed stoneware vessels recovered included plates, cups, and chamber pots.
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Figure 1. Distribution of ware types by temporal period
Figure 2. Teawares by ware type over the course o f the eighteenth century
At Bush Hill, porcelain was much more ubiquitous than the white salt-glazed 
stoneware. Porcelain teawares made up 85 percent o f all teawares recovered from the 
site. The majority o f pieces were o f Chinese origin with a few English porcelain pieces 
imitating the oriental style. As with the white salt-glazed stoneware, rim sherds served as 
the basis for determining the minimum number o f vessels recovered from the site. A total 
o f 36 porcelain teawares were recovered including cups, bowls, and saucers. Twenty-one 
o f the teaware vessels (or 58%) were recovered from Layer 5, the earliest soil layer, 
which dates from the early to mid-eighteenth century. Five vessels were recovered from 
Layers 3 and 4, contexts that date from the late eighteenth to the early nineteenth century.
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The remaining ten porcelain teaware vessels were recovered from nineteenth- and 
twentieth-century contexts.
Several sizable base and body fragments o f teacups were also recovered, which 
may represents additional vessels. The size o f these teaware pieces provides insights into 
popular decorative motifs that were preferred by at least some Barbadian colonists. These 
large teaware fragments depict natural scenes, such as flowers, lakes, mountains, and 
rocks. Some had scenes depicting people performing various activities, particularly 
carrying objects. Structures, such as houses and fences, were also painted on the exteriors 
o f the cups. Although the vessels share elements with the “willow pattern” motif, none o f 
are willow pattern pieces.
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Illustration 6. Porcelain fragments illustrating decorative motifs and styles
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Creamware vessels also made up a significant portion o f the ceramic assemblage, 
although creamware teawares were uncommon. Fifty-nine creamware vessels were 
recovered from the site with only 39 (or 66%) identified in contexts dating to the mid­
eighteenth century. This is unsurprising given that creamware was first developed in the 
1760s and remained popular for only a few decades before pearlware replaced it in 
popularity. O f the 39 vessels from the mid-eighteenth century, chamber pots were the 
most common vessel form, although bowls, plates, platters, and teacups were also 
present.
Teaware Vessel Forms
White salt-glazed Vessels 66-70 all exhibited rim diameters o f 2.5-3 inches 
suggesting that they were teacups. However, subtle differences between the vessels 
indicate they were not part o f a matching set. This is not surprising because the purchase 
o f matching tea sets did not become commonplace until the end o f the eighteenth century 
(Huxley 1956:101). Two of the white salt-glazed stoneware vessels had plain rims, 
although vessels 66, 67, and 70 had an incised line just below the rim. The white salt- 
glazed teawares likely represent some o f the earliest teawares used at the site. A 1757 
inventory o f the property of William Barwick, a plantation owner, judge, and member o f 
the Barbados General Assembly, suggests that porcelain teawares were preferred over 
white salt-glazed stoneware vessels by the mid-eighteenth century.
Porcelain teawares recovered from layers dating to the early to mid-eighteenth 
century included eleven bowls, seven cups, and three saucers. Most of the teawares were
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Chinese exports, and they exhibited blue and white under-glaze decorations. Tea bowls 
were the most common form o f teaware recovered from Layer 5, the oldest context in the 
gulley. These vessels were shallow, handless vessels used for consuming tea and possibly 
for holding sugar. O f the eleven tea bowls, all but two exhibited blue under-glaze 
decorations. Vessel 133 had an undecorated exterior and evidence o f a worn over glaze 
on the interior. The other eight tea bowls were primarily decorated on the interior. O f 
theses eight vessels, half had a dot in circle pattern as part o f a border or within a larger 
design. The other vessels exhibited some form o f cross hatching or chevron pattern near 
the rim. Vessels 81, 108, 109, and 128 also had bold designs below the rim borders, 
which included swirls, flowers, geometric patterns, and insects. Several tea bowls were 
also decorated on the exterior. Vessel 87, for example, had a bold, rounded square 
pattern below the rim. Vessel 114 had insects and flowers on the exterior, and Vessel 
109 exhibited a large floral pattern. Of all o f  the tea bowls recovered, Vessel 109 was the 
most complete and the most elaborate in design. No polychrome vessels were identified, 
however, the over glazed pieces may have originally displayed orange, red, and gold 
enameling.
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Illustration 7. Vessel 109
In addition to the eleven tea bowls, seven teacups were also recovered from Layer 
5. All but one o f the teacups was hand painted with blue under glaze. Vessels 88, 122, 
124, and 135 had the most distinctive exterior decorations. The exterior o f Vessel 88 
depicted a man on a hill. Parts o f a tree and a pagoda are also visible on the sherd. 
Willows, although not necessarily the “willow pattern,” were a common motif on the 
ceramics recovered from the Bush Hill site. Some o f the most beautiful examples of 
ceramics decorated with willows include three teacups recovered from Layer 5 in the 
gulley. Vessels 122, 124, and 125 all exhibit very similar qualities in vessel form and 
decorative style and appear to be part o f a set. The interiors are undecorated, but the 
exteriors are highly decorated with a cross-hatched border below the rim and willow trees
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and boughs on the body. Vessel 122 is broken in such a way that one can make out a hat 
and a rock suggesting a more complicated scene. Vessel 123 provides further insight into 
the design. Although Vessel 123 was recovered from a layer dating to the nineteenth 
century, it seems very likely that it was originally part o f the set that included Vessels 
122, 124, and 125. It exhibits the same vessel form, clay color, glaze quality, and 
decorative techniques. The interior is undecorated and the exterior is decorated with the 
same cross-hatched rim and willow boughs that closely resemble those o f the other 
vessels. It also shows a man carrying a basket or bowl o f what appears to be fruit. Tea 
sets were first advertised in the American colonies during the 1730’s and were not widely 
embraced by the public until the 1770s, so it is likely that these teacups were purchased 
in the mid-eighteenth century (Roth 1961:79, Pettigrew 2001:81).
Illustration 8. Vessels 122, 124, 125
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81
82
87
92
108
109
114
128
131
133
83
84
88
122
124
125
135
86
130
134
104
106
129
79
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Period Form Location
early-mid 18tn Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Bowl Gulley
early-mid 18th Cup House
early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
early-mid 18th Cup Gulley
early-mid 18th S au ce r Gulley
early-mid 18th S au ce r Gulley
early-mid 18th S au ce r Gulley
mid-late 18th Bowl Gulley
mid-late 18th Bowl Gulley
mid-late 18th Bowl Gulley
mid-late 18th Cup House
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132 mid-late 18th S au ce r  Gulley
77 late 18th-early 19th Bowl Gulley
112 late 18th-early 19th Cup Gulley
121 late 18th-early 19th Cup Gulley
123 late 18th-early 19th Cup Gulley
Table 2. Porcelain teawares
O f all the ceramics recovered from mid- to late eighteenth century contexts at 
Bush Hill House, creamware comprised a sizeable 43% o f the assemblage. However, 
despite the large number o f creamware vessels, very few were teawares. Saucers and 
milk pots appeared to be absent, and only one teacup was present in the earliest 
stratigraphic layers. Despite the lack o f teacups, the cups recovered exhibited ornate 
molding and delicate designs. Vessel 30, recovered from Layer 5 is a particularly striking 
example o f  mold technology. The teacup exhibits floral terminals on each end o f a reeded 
double intertwined handle (Towner 1978). The only other creamware teawares, Vessels 
26, 30, and 31, were from contexts dating to the mid- to late eighteenth century and 
nineteenth century. Vessel 31 had a beaded rim with a brown floral decoration on its 
body. Vessel 26 had a beaded rim similar to Vessels 30 and 31, but without any other 
visible decoration.
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Illustration 9. Image Vessel 30
Vessel Number Period Form Unit Location
30 Early-mid 18tn Cup 13 Gulley
31 mid-late 18th Cup B4 Gulley
26 Late 18th-early 19th Cup M2 Gulley
Table 3. Creamware teawares
A brief discussion o f non-teaware tablewares recovered from the site is also 
relevant to interpretation o f trends in material culture at Bush Hill House. White salt- 
galzed tablewares included five plates. Two plates had a dot, diaper, and basket rim 
m otif and three plates had rims with a bead and reel design. These rim designs were
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popular in the mid-eighteenth century and the evidence suggests they were deposited at 
Bush Hill at that time (Noel Hume 2001:115).
Porcelain tablewares recovered from the earliest context included plates, platters, 
and dishes. The eleven plates and large plates were all decorated with blue under glaze 
except for Vessel 113, which showed evidence o f worn over glaze. Most o f the 
decorations on the plates and platters included some combination o f linear or cross- 
hatched borders and bold floral or pomegranate designs. Vessels 97, 98, and 103 were 
particularly similar suggesting they were either part of a set or were produced specifically 
for the Atlantic trades and therefore more standardized. A porcelain platter was the only 
piece o f tableware recovered from the period spanning the mid-eighteenth century to 
early nineteenth century.
Creamware tablewares were far more common than teawares. Creamware 
tablewares made up 44% of the creamware assemblage, while creamware teawares made 
up only 5% o f the creamware assemblage. Tablewares from the early to mid-eighteenth 
century included platters, large plates, plates, and a dish. The creamware plates and 
platters possessed several decoration styles, including royal, feather edged, and bead and 
reel designs. The amount o f creamware significantly decreased in the late eighteenth 
century and early nineteenth century as pearlware came into vogue. During the later 
period of use at the site, creamware tablewares included two plates, a large plate, a 
platter, and several undetermined pieces.
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Interpretations of Teawares at Bush Hill House
The archaeological data suggests several primary observations. Teawares were 
present at the Bush Hill site from its first period of occupation sometime after 1720. The 
households that owned the property, particularly the Croflans, Graemes, and Maycoxs, 
selected teawares of the highest quality until the late eighteenth century when the 
quantities o f teawares recovered significantly decreases. These observations suggest that 
tea consumption was an important part of middle class life in Barbados and that the 
quality o f middle class material culture was quite high. It also appears that similarities in 
material culture existed between the middle class and upper classes in Barbados. 
Towards the end o f the eighteenth century, the presence o f teaware ceramics decreased. 
The lack o f teawares recovered from late eighteenth century contexts could stem from a 
number of factors. Barbados was suffering from an economic depression in the late 
eighteenth century due to the effects o f the American Revolution and the property itself 
sustained significant damage after the hurricane o f 1780 (Richardson 1997:19). In 
addition, the invention o f pearlware— which was not analyzed in this study— may have 
resulted in changing ceramic preferences. Each o f these influences could explain the 
decrease in white salt-glazed stoneware, porcelain, and creamware teawares at Bush Hill 
House. Finally, the ceramics suggest the residents o f the Bush Hill site participated in the 
tea ceremony because it was a communal activity that contributed to identity formation 
and promoted social values.
Teawares were clearly present and abundant during the early to mid-eighteenth 
century at the Bush Hill site. O f all o f  the white salt-glazed stoneware, porcelain, and
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creamware ceramics recovered from early to mid-eighteenth century contexts, teawares 
comprised 29% of the entire assemblage. Teawares recovered from the earliest context 
included five white-glazed stoneware vessels, twenty-one porcelain vessels, and one 
creamware vessel, all o f which were predominately tea bowls and teacups used for tea 
consumption. The significant presence o f teawares at the Bush Hill site during the early 
to mid-eighteenth century is not too surprising given the growing popularity of tea 
drinking and increasing affordability of tea. Moreover, Barbados was still a prosporous 
society at this time. During the early eighteenth century, the price o f tea remained high, 
which resulted in limited tea consumption among groups other than the wealthy elite in 
England, the Chesapeake, and Barbados (Pettigrew 2001:40, Yentsch 1994:144). 
However, a drop in taxes between 1723 and 1745 resulted in the decline o f tea prices. 
Pettigrew observes that in England, “home consumption rose rapidly from 800,0001b 
weight in the five-year period from 1741 to 1745 to more than 2,500,0001b from 1746 to 
1750” (2001:40). The expansion o f the British East Indian tea trade also increased the 
availability o f tea in Britain and furthered reduced prices. Thus, prices in tea dropped in 
the 1720s, around the time the Bush Hill was constructed, and the quantities of teawares 
recovered from the early occupation period reflect participation in the growing trend o f 
tea consumption.
The Cogan and Cro flan families, as with other middle-class families in Barbados, 
likely enjoyed tea for breakfast as a family. It is also probable that the women enjoyed tea 
together after the evening meal. These activities were consistent with the social customs 
popular throughout England and her colonies in the Americas. Pettigrew observes that tea
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was also a staple o f George Washington’s breakfast in Virginia, and it may have graced 
his table in Barbados. Washington’s journal indicates that hosts served him tea when he 
visited their homes during his 1751 stay on the island, and the ceramic assemblage from 
Bush Hill certainly suggests the house was equipped for Washington to reciprocate their 
hospitality (Washington 2007). By the time George and Lawrence Washington rented 
the property in 1751, tea was a firmly established social practice in Barbados and on the 
Croftan property. When the wealthy and powerful Graeme family acquired the Bush Hill 
property in 1753, the practice o f tea consumption was continuing to expand. Matching 
sets o f  teacups dating to the Graeme period o f occupation indicate the persistence o f tea 
drinking and the communal nature o f tea-drinking performances.
Indeed, the practice of drinking tea was a communal activity. Tea was rarely 
consumed alone. Artistic, literary, and journal sources, often portray tea consumption as 
an activity that ideally occurs between two or more individuals. Tea consumption 
provided a context for communication between individuals, which stimulated social 
interaction and social discourse and, therefore, fostered a sense o f community. Further 
evidence for the communal importance of the tea ceremony is showcased in the comedic 
passage from Tobias Smollett’s satire on eighteenth century British culture. Smollett’s 
gentlemen characters set about arranging a tea party for their lady friends with the 
express purpose o f causing disruption and distress. The men intentionally cause the 
women, who were politely conversing, to start fighting amongst each other— not just 
verbally, but physically. In this way, the men contest the space of authority established by 
the women through their practice o f etiquette. They disrupt the established community,
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which results in the women going their separate ways. The embarrassment the women 
experienced reflects the importance o f proper social behavior and order and the polite and 
civil community established in the context of communal tea consumption. In this 
instance, the men chose to compromise the front presented by the team they shared with 
the women. With the hyper sociability and civility valued in Barbadian society, it is 
unlikely that such dramatic events occurred. However, the notion that team or group 
behavior played a significant role in reifying the civility o f the tea ceremony further 
emphasizes the importance o f communal relationships during tea consumption.
In addition to the communal experience created by the physical proximity and 
conversation o f others, the act of sharing a pot o f tea and sop dish also created a 
connection between the individuals engaged in the tea ceremony. All participants 
received their tea from the same pot and dumped the dregs into a shared bowl. An 
interpretation o f tea consumption with emphasis on the Georgian order might suggest that 
individual teacups represented individuality, however, the acts o f sharing that occurred—  
in conversation, in source of beverage, and in deposition o f waste— suggest that 
communality should be emphasized. Other perspectives on tea consumption that 
emphasize the social performance as a way to assert wealth and power also fail to 
appreciate the bonds created between family, friends, and new acquaintances during the 
tea ceremony. In Barbados, social hierarchy was firmly established by land ownership, 
not possession of material culture. For the owners o f the Bush Hill property, the 
sociability and civility communicated during the tea ceremony were likely more 
motivating factors in participation.
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The second significant observation regarding the ceramic assemblage at the Bush 
Hill house is the high quality ceramics present at a primarily middle class dwelling. Up 
until the purchase o f the property by the Graeme family in 1753, the property owners 
were members of the middle class. Middle class status did not limit the Cogans or 
Croftans from selecting the most expensive ceramics and purchasing them in large 
quantities. The Graemes acquired the property well before the introduction o f creamware, 
so the Cogan and Croftan teaware options included white salt-glazed stoneware, 
delftware, and porcelain, all relatively costly ceramics. Although delftware was recovered 
from the site and may have included teawares, time did not allow for their consideration. 
They were not likely to have been present in any high numbers given their tendency to 
chip around the lip (Noel Hume 2001:111).
The introduction of porcelain into British society resulted in a creative push 
among potteries to develop a similar fine, white-paste ceramic. White salt-glaze 
stoneware was a desirable option, not only because it stood up to heat, but also because it 
imitated the “essential qualities” o f Chinese porcelain (Blaszczyk 1984:11). Like 
porcelain, it was primarily available to the wealthy and was extremely popular 
(Blaszczyk 1984:11, Yentsch 1994:144). Blaszczyk observes that white salt—glazed 
stoneware reached its highest level o f  popularity in the Chesapeake during the 1770s 
(Blaszczyk 1984:12). This trend seems to be quite different from the pattern in Barbados 
as the number o f white salt-glazed stoneware vessels decreases in the archaeological 
record and probate inventories after the mid-eighteenth century. Although white salt-
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glaze was present at Bush Hill and used for teawares, tablewares, and chamber pots, it 
was never as popular as porcelain.
The Cogan and Croftan’s ceramic choices differ from middle-class households in 
the Chesapeake. According to Yentsch (1994:144), middle-class families in the 
Chesapeake during the early to mid-eighteenth century typically owned less than three 
vessels for tea consumption. The Cogan and Croftan families owned many more vessels. 
Moreover, most o f the teaware vessels they owned were made of expensive porcelain. 
While it is unclear exactly how many vessels can be attributed to the each family, they 
were likely owners o f white salt-glazed teawares in addition to porcelain. The households 
that occupied the site during the early to mid-eighteenth century owned significantly 
more teawares than the average Chesapeake family.
The ceramics recovered from Bush Hill also suggest that members o f the middle 
class purchased high quality ceramics similar to those found in elite Chesapeake homes. 
The ceramics recovered from Bush Hill closely resemble those recovered from the 
Calvert site, owned by an elite Maryland family with powerful ties to the British 
Parliament and the British colonial Assembly in Maryland (Yentsch 1994:56). The head 
o f household during the early to mid-eighteenth century, Captain Charles Calvert, served 
in a variety o f prominent positions and typically earned much more than the prosporous 
tobacco planters in the area (Yentsch 1994:60). The Calvert’s possessions included 
expensive teawares, especially ones made o f white salt-glazed stoneware and porcelain. 
Yentsch identifies vessels from features dating to 1730s (Yentsch 1994:136). Table 4 
compares the findings at the Calvert site with those of the Bush Hill site and shows that
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middle-class Barbadians possessed teaware assemblages similar to those found among 
elites in the Chesapeake.
Source Period Stoneware Porcelain Creamware
Calvert Site c. 1730 4 24 n/a
Bush Hill Site early-mid 18th 5 21 1
Table 4. Teawares recovered from the Calvert Site and Bush Hill House Site
Temporal divisions o f the archaeological contexts at Bush Hill are not as well 
defined as those at the Calvert site and the teaware figures reflect vessels owned by 
different families. However, it is clear that the Croftan and Calvert households made 
similar choices in terms o f preferred teawares. This is surprising given the different 
socio-economic standing o f the Calvert and Croftan families. Although both heads o f 
household held the title o f Captain, Captain Calvert was the son of the Third Lord of 
Baltimore and the third governor o f Maryland (Yentsch 1994:3). Captain Croftan, on the 
other had, was a militia captain and a surgeon. Although a high military rank was 
sometimes associated with high social status, Croftan’s name does not appear on 
W atson’s list o f upper class, landed aristocracy. In addition, his profession as a surgeon 
was more in line with the occupations o f the middle class. Finally, the property only 
consisted of 59 acres, well below the 200 acres Watson believes was necessary to be 
considered part o f the Barbadian upper class. According to Watson, the upper level o f the 
middle class included individuals who owned less than a hundred acres o f land and 
professionals (Watson 1979:52). Croftan falls into both o f these categories. The Croftan
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household was far less powerful than the Calvert household, yet the ceramic choices o f 
the two households were similar.
Archaeologists George Miller, Ann Smart Martin, and Nancy Dickinson (1994) 
use data from the Chesapeake to make an argument regarding preferences for decorated 
wares, such as porcelain, over undercoated wares, such as creamware. According to their 
research, individuals chose the finest teawares they could afford and opted for 
undecorated dinnerware (Miller et al 1994:181). Their theory may help explain early to 
mid-eighteenth century ceramic choices at Bush Hill. As indicated in Table 5, during the 
early to mid-eighteenth century, porcelain teawares outnumbered porcelain tablewares. 
Creamware tablewares were much more common than porcelain tablewares, but 
creamware teawares were nearly absent. The residents o f the Bush Hill House site likely 
selected the most elegant teawares they could afford and opted for undecorated 
tablewares.
There are several additional reasons why there were so many high quality 
teawares present at a middle class site in Barbados, not the least of which was the 
importance o f the Barbadian sugar economy in creating a wealthy society. Even families 
not directly involved in the sugar industry benefited from the island’s prosperity. In 
addition, the Barbadian class structure was only minimally based on wealth. Watson 
(1979:34) defines the Barbadian class system, not by income, but by property ownership 
and family name. Therefore, it is likely that many middle-class households, such as the 
Croftans, had the income to purchase high quality teawares even if  they were not 
considered part of the landed aristocracy or elite. Croftan’s profession as a surgeon likely
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provided him with a generous income and Croftans’ wealth manifested itself in the 
family’s material culture rather than slaves or property. However, the Croftons were not 
elites by Barbadian standards.
Trade routes also ensured that Barbadians had greater access to choice ceramics 
than residents in the Chesapeake, a fact that may also explain the similarity between the 
Croftan and Calvert assemblages. Barbados benefits from regular trade winds that 
allowed ships to regularly visit the island (Watts 1987:17). Ships from England also used 
Bridgetown, Barbados as the first port destination after crossing the Atlantic (Richardson 
1997:19). As a result, the residents o f Barbados benefited from regular access to the best 
teawares.
Teaware ownership in Barbados was similar to upper class teaware ownership in 
the Chesapeake. The archaeological evidence also suggests that the ceramic choices of 
the Croftans were similar to those o f the Graemes. Although a disparity likely existed in 
the quantities o f teawares owned by the Barbadian middle and upper classes, a shared 
value system resulted in similar social practices within each class. As Bell (2005) 
suggests, the success o f two classes agreeably participating in similar social behaviors 
largely depends on a cultural accord or the propensity to respond to needs in similar 
ways.
The Barbadian middle class bought expensive teawares because they had access 
to the best ceramic goods and could afford them, but their desire to participate in the tea 
ceremony stemmed, in large part, from a desire to participate in British customs. 
According to Watson (1979:41), “The elite o f  Barbados consciously pretended to recreate
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patterns o f English country life in the island and from these attempts one can trace the 
myth still prevalent o f the Barbadian being more British than the British.” The constant 
flow o f British newcomers to the island, and the tradition o f Barbadian children attending 
school in Britain likely promoted the continued practice o f British traditions, such as tea 
drinking. By participating in the tea ceremony, the residents of Bush Hill could reify 
their “civility” in the anglican sense of the word. Performing civilized rituals on a regular 
basis helped connect families, like those who owned the Bush Hill property, to an orderly 
British life. Even if the upper and middle classes did not regularly interact with one 
another, their daily activities were similar. British colonial historian John Oldmixon 
observed,
The Masters, Merchants, and Planters, live each like little Sovereigns in their 
Plantations; they have their Servants o f their Household, and those o f the Field; 
their Tables are spread every Day with Variety o f nice Dishes, and their 
Attendants are more numerous than many o f the Nobility’s in England; their 
Equipages are rich
(Oldmixon 1741:127).
The middle class Cogans and Croftans, like the upper class Graemes, had the financial 
means to participate in the tea ceremony, and shared the same cultural desire for 
sociability, civility, and hospitality.
Porcelain Creamware Porcelain Creamware
Period Teawares Teawares Tablewares Tablewares
Early-mid 18tn 21 1 13 18
Mid-late 18th 5 1 1 4
Table 5. Comparison of porcelain and creamware vessels by function and period
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Table 5 also calls attention to a somewhat surprising observation. The quantity of 
teawares drops significantly during the mid- to late eighteenth century. The decrease is 
particularly surprising given the increasing popularity o f tea and the decreasing prices of 
tea and teawares. I f  the drop in teawares at Bush Hill applied only to porcelain, then the 
change could be attributed to a rise in popularity in creamware. However, this is clearly 
not the case as creamware teawares are nearly absent from the assemblage. In addition, 
creamware tablewares do not increase with the decrease in porcelain. One could also 
make the argument that pearlware displaced porcelain and creamware teawares in the late 
eighteenth century and accounts for the apparent decrease in teawares. However, this 
hypothesis seems unlikely given the demonstrated preference for the highest quality 
teawares and the relatively low number of pearlware sherds recovered from the site.
Consideration o f chamber pot and dish quantities highlights the unusual drop in 
teawares. As with teawares, chamber pots were also present in greatest quantity during 
the early to mid-eighteenth century. The number of total chamber pots drops from 
twenty-two (24% o f ceramic assemblage) in the early to mid-eighteenth century to only 
three (14% o f assemblage) in the mid- to late eighteenth century. While these numbers do 
not take locally-made unglazed red earthenware chamber pots into account, they suggest 
that the decrease in teawares has less to do with a shift in preference to pearlware and 
instead reflects a decrease in the number o f individuals occupying the site. A drop in 
tablewares from a total o f thirty-six vessels to five provides additional evidence for the 
decrease in population at the site. Severe hurricane damage, economic strife, and
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acquisition o f the property by the British Ordinance Department are possible explanations 
for decreasing social activity at the site.
Period Stoneware Creamware Total
Early-mid 18th 4 18 22
mid-late 18th 1 3 4
Late 18th-early 19th 0
i n  1 oth
3
i , ,Ath
3
Table 6. Chamber pots recovered from 18th century and early 19th century contexts
The documentary record supports the interpretation that the site was sparsely 
occupied during the late eighteenth century. During 1780, one o f the worst storms to 
ravage the Caribbean— “The Great Hurricane”— killed 4,500 people and devastated 
structures on Barbados (CDERA 2005). In a December 10, 1780 letter, Sir George 
Rodney wrote,
“The strongest buildings and the whole o f the houses, most of which were stone, 
and remarkable for their solidity, gave way to the fury o f the wind, and were tom 
up to their foundations; all the forts destroyed, and many o f the heavy canon 
carried upwards o f a hundred feet from the forts. Had I not been an eyewitness, 
nothing could have induced me to have believed it.”
(cited in CDERA 2005)
Little is known about the actual damage the Bush Hill House sustained during the 
hurricane. It was not leveled, but its position at the top o f a hill likely made it vulnerable 
to the high winds o f the storm. George Graeme sold the property to Dottin Maycox 
sometime in the 1780s and Maycox sold the property to the British government in 1789. 
It does not appear that either Graeme or Maycox repaired the property, and it is likely
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that the property was sparsely inhabited until it was turned into officer’s quarters for the 
Garrison Commander Charles Shipley. Based on descriptions o f destruction o f other 
forts and houses, it seems likely the property experienced some damage. Thus, the 
decline in teawares may simply be a reflection of the site’s disuse after the storm. The 
Colonial Williamsburg DAR identifies Shipley’s 1790 house plans as evidence for the 
first changes to the structure. These changes occurred sometime near the end o f the 
eighteenth century and possibly reflect attempts at rebuilding the structure after the storm 
(Agbe-Davies 2000:xiii).
Based on the environmental history o f the island, the archaeological evidence of 
significant structural changes sometime in the late eighteenth century, and the low 
presence o f chamber pots and tablewares during the late eighteenth century, it seems 
probable that the 1780 hurricane significantly damaged the house. As a result, few, if any, 
people occupied the property until it underwent repairs in the late eighteenth century. 
These unusual conditions account for the low presence o f teawares during a time when 
tea consumption became increasingly popular in Britain and the British American 
colonies. The lack o f teawares reflected a change in site use, not a shift away from 
consumption.
The ceramics from Bush Hill indicate middle class acquisition o f large numbers 
o f high quality ceramics in the early to mid-eighteenth century. The ceramics recovered 
from the site were similar in quality to those recovered from an elite residence in 
Maryland occupied during the same time period. The Barbadian middle class likely 
owned such expensive teawares because they were wealthier than middle-class families
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in the Chesapeake, had easier access to ceramics arriving directly from England, 
participated in a shared cultural system with the elite, and were invested in maintaining 
British cultural ties. In addition to these observations, the ceramics from Bush Hill House 
also suggest that the middle class and the elite were participating in similar social 
activities that promoted the shared values of hospitality and civility.
Further evidence for similarities between upper and middle class consumption 
patterns in Barbados is the lack o f change in material culture after the Graeme family, an 
upper class family, acquired the property in 1753. Unfortunately, there are no 
distinguishable layers or features that clearly distinguish the different ownership periods. 
There are still indications that the Graeme family owned both porcelain and creamware 
teawares, however. Several porcelain teacups appear to have been part of a set. Tea sets 
and cups with handles did not become common until the mid- to late eighteenth century, 
so these vessels likely came to the site during the period the Graeme family owned the 
property. In addition, creamware was not developed until the 1760s, so the creamware 
vessels can be attributed to the Graeme period of ownership and into the nineteenth 
century. The lack o f creamware teawares suggests a continued preference for the highest 
quality ceramics, which is not surprising given the elite status and wealth of the Graeme 
family.
The fairly continuous occupation o f the Bush Hill property since the early 
eighteenth century has provided archaeological data that sheds new light on the ceramic 
preferences and the social significance o f the tea ceremony in early Barbados. Tea 
consumption likely occurred from the beginning o f the site’s occupation in the 1720s by
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middle class white families and continued as the upper class Graeme family acquired the 
property in 1753. The ceramic choices made by the families o f differing social statuses 
reflect the shared importance of tea consumption across classes and speak to a shared 
value system. A mid-eighteenth-century painting by John Zoffany depicts the 
fundamental elements o f West Indian tea consumption (Brown 1995). Zoffany’s subject, 
a young gentleman from St. Kitts, dressed in the latest British fashion, reclines next to a 
tea table. The table is set for two, and he casually reads as he awaits his partner. Whether 
the contents o f the book will become part of the tea table conversation is unknown, but 
the stage is set for an individual or team performance, which will cultivate conversation 
and promote hospitality, sociability, and civility.
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The Final Sip
The ceramics recovered from Bush Hill House in Barbados provide insight into 
the social significance of the tea ceremony in Barbadian society. As with tea consumption 
in Britain and the British North American colonies, Barbadian tea drinking was pursued 
by the upper and middle classes. However, unlike middle-class Chesapeake families who 
owned only a few teawares, the Croftans o f Barbados owned an especially large number 
o f Chinese porcelains similar in quantity and quality to the wares owned by upper class 
Chesapeake and Barbadian families, the Calverts and Graemes respectively. These 
similarities suggest a shared cultural system between the Barbadian middle and upper 
classes in which they privileged the values o f hospitality, civility, and sociability, all 
easily performed through the communal activity o f tea consumption.
These observations set Barbados apart from the Chesapeake in which great 
disparity existed between the upper and middle classes in terms o f quantity and quality of 
ceramics recovered from archaeological sites and probate inventory evidence from the 
regions. The differences are likely related to greater wealth in Barbados, which was 
facilitated by the success o f the Barbadian sugar industry, class distinctions based on land 
ownership, and family name. Moreover, the heightened need for sociable activities 
helped introduce newcomers to Barbadian society and reified the slow pace o f “British 
country living” transferred to a tropical island setting. As travel literature consistently 
asserts, hospitality, such as that extended during the tea ceremony, was a defining
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characteristic o f  free white Barbadians, and the tea ceremony provided a context in which 
to extend and perform hospitality and civility daily. The social relationships formed and 
negotiated in the context o f the tea ceremony held significance beyond wealth and class, 
and the teawares recovered from the Bush Hill site are reflective o f the dynamic social 
interactions and performances that occurred while taking a cup o f tea.
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Appendix: Minimum
Location Unit Layer
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gu ey G 3
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gu ey B 1
gu ey I 1
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gu ey B 5
gu ey E 3
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gulley B 5 1 cream w are platter
gulley D 3 1 cream w are platter
gulley D 3 1 cream w are platter
gulley F 3 1 cream w are platter
gulley
yard
yard
B
10X
11
5 1
2
4
cream w are
cream w are
cream w are
plate
undeterm ined
undeterm ined
gulley A 3 3 cream w are platter
gulley B 4 2 cream w are ch a m b e r  pot
gulley C 2 3 cream w are ch a m b e r  pot
gulley B 5 1 cream w are ch a m b e r  pot
gulley L 3 1 cream w are ch a m b e r  pot
gulley B 5 1 cream w are platter
gulley B 5 1 cream w are platter
gulley B 5 1 cream w are platter
gulley B 5 1 cream w are dish
gulley B 5 1 cream w are dish
gulley B 5 1 cream w are dish
gulley B 4 2 cream w are plate
gulley B 5 1 cream w are plate
gulley B 5 1 cream w are plate
gulley J 3 1 cream w are plate
gulley B 5 1 cream w are undeterm ined
gulley B 1 4 cream w are plate
gulley B 5 1 cream w are undeterm ined
gulley B 4 2 cream w are undeterm ined
gulley L 2 3 cream w are undeterm ined
gulley M 2 3 cream w are undeterm ined
gulley E 3 1 cream w are large plate
gulley E 3 1 cream w are large plate
gulley E 3 1 cream w are large plate
gulley H 3 1 cream w are large plate
gulley B 4 2 cream w are undeterm ined
gulley E 3 1 cream w are undeterm ined
gulley B 3 3 cream w are undeterm ined
gulley B 3 3 cream w are undeterm ined
gulley H 3 1 cream w are large plate
gulley B 4 2 cream w are large plate
gulley B 4 2 cream w are large plate
gulley B 3 3 cream w are large plate
gulley B 3 3 cream w are large plate
58
59
59
59
59
59
60
60
60
60
61
61
61
61
61
61
61
62
62
63
63
63
63
63
63
64
64
64
64
64
64
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
66
67
68
68
68
68
68
68
83
gulley E
special
bag unknown cream w are undeterm ined
gulley E pedesta l unknown cream w are undeterm ined
gulley E pedesta l unknown cream w are undeterm ined
gulley E pedesta l unknown cream w are undeterm ined
gulley E pedesta l unknown cream w are undeterm ined
gulley E pedesta l unknown cream w are undeterm ined
gulley H 3 1 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley R 5 1 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley R 5 1 stonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley R 4 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley B 5 1 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley I 3 1 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley J 3 1 stonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley J 3 1 stonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley R 5 1 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley S 5 1 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley J 1 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley B 5 1 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley H 3 1 s tonew are ch am b er  pot
gulley I 3 1 s tonew are plate
gulley I 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley L 3 1 s tonew are plate
gulley R 5 1 stonew are plate
gulley B 3 s tonew are plate
gulley M 2 stonew are plate
gulley B 5 1 stonew are plate
gulley B 5 1 stonew are plate
gulley B 5 1 s tonew are plate
gulley B 5 1 stonew are plate
gulley B 4 stonew are plate
gulley B 3 stonew are plate
gulley E 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley E 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley H 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley H 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley J 3 1 s tonew are plate
gulley R 5 1 s tonew are plate
gulley R 5 1 stonew are plate
gulley B 4 2 s tonew are plate
gulley B 4 2 s tonew are plate
gulley D 2 3 s tonew are plate
gulley F 2 3 stonew are plate
gulley B 2 4 s tonew are plate
gulley H surface 4 s tonew are plate
gulley B 5 1 s tonew are cup
gulley I 3 1 s tonew are cup
gulley B 5 1 s tonew are cup
gulley R 5 1 s tonew are cup
gulley R 5 1 s tonew are cup
gulley R 5 1 s tonew are cup
gulley R 4 2 s tonew are cup
gulley A 2 4 stonew are cup
69
69
69
70
70
70
70
70
70
71
71
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
73
73
73
74
74
75
76
76
76
76
76
76
77
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
84
gulley I 3 1 stonew are cup
gulley I 3 1 stonew are cup
gulley L 3 1 stonew are cup
gulley J 3 1 stonew are cup
gulley J 3 1 stonew are cup
gulley J 3 1 stonew are cup
gulley L 3 1 stonew are cup
gulley L 3 1 stonew are cup
gulley L 3 1 stonew are cup
gulley I 3 1 stonew are undeterm ined
gulley I 3 1 stonew are undeterm ined
gulley B 5 1 stonew are plate
gulley B 5 1 s tonew are plate
gulley B 5 1 s tonew are plate
gulley B 5 1 s tonew are plate
gulley D 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley D 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley D 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley E 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley I 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley I 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley K 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley S 5 1 stonew are plate
gulley B 4 2 stonew are plate
gulley D 2 3 stonew are plate
gulley F 2 3 stonew are plate
gulley B 1 4 s tonew are plate
gulley B 2 4 stonew are plate
gulley
<itchen
B
17
2 4 stonew are
stonew are
plate
plate
gulley K 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley K 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley K 3 1 stonew are plate
gulley B 5 1 stonew are ch a m b e r  pot
gulley H 3 1 stonew are ch a m b e r  pot
gulley R 4 stonew are ch a m b e r  pot
gulley J 3 1 porcelain plate
gulley N 3 1 porcelain plate
gulley N 3 1 porcelain plate
gulley N 3 1 porcelain plate
gulley N 3 1 porcelain plate
gulley N 1 porcelain plate
gulley F 2 porcelain bowl
gulley B 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley B 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley B 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley B 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley H 3 1 porcelain large plate
gulley R 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley R 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley S 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley S 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley S 5 1 porcelain large plate
78
78
78
78
78
78
79
80
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
87
87
87
87
88
88
88
88
88
89
89
89
89
89
89
89
90
91
92
92
92
92
92
92
93
93
93
gulley S 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley B 4 2 porcelain large plate
gulley B 4 2 porcelain large plate
gulley S 4 2 porcelain large plate
gulley M 2 3 porcelain large plate
gulley B 1 4 porcelain large plate
yard 10 2 porcelain cup
gulley H 3 1 porcelain bowl
gulley B 5 1 porcelain bowl
gulley B 5 1 porcelain bowl
gulley C 2 3 porcelain bowl
gulley C 2 3 porcelain bowl
gulley D 2 3 porcelain bowl
gulley I 2 3 porcelain bowl
gulley B 2 4 porcelain bowl
gulley C
surfa
1 4 porcelain bowl
surface ce
special
4 porcelain bowl
gulley E bag unknown porcelain bowl
gulley I 1 4 porcelain bowl
yard 13X unknown porcelain cup
gulley N 3 1 porcelain cup or bowl
gulley B 2 4 porcelain bowl
gulley D 3 1 porcelain sau c e r
gulley H 3 1 porcelain bowl
gulley I 3 1 porcelain bowl
gulley N 3 1 porcelain bowl
gulley B 2 4 porcelain bowl
gulley E 1 4 porcelain bowl
gulley H 3 1 porcelain cup
gulley H 3 1 porcelain cup
gulley H 3 1 porcelain cup
gulley H 2 3 porcelain cup
gulley H 2 3 porcelain cup
gulley D 3 1 porcelain dish
gulley F 3 1 porcelain dish
gulley G 3 1 porcelain dish
gulley S 5 1 porcelain dish
gulley R 4 2 porcelain dish
gulley B 3 3 porcelain dish
gulley F 2 3 porcelain dish
gulley I 1 4 porcelain undeterm ined
gulley C 3 1 porcelain undeterm ined
gulley B unknown unknown porcelain bowl
gulley N 3 1 porcelain bowl
gulley O 3 1 porcelain bowl
gulley O 3 1 porcelain bowl
gulley R 4 2 porcelain bowl
gulley B 3 3 porcelain bowl
gulley L 3 1 porcelain hollow
gulley R 4 2 porcelain hollow
gulley R 4 2 porcelain undeterm ined
94
95
96
97
97
97
97
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
98
99
100
100
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
101
102
102
103
104
104
105
106
106
106
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
107
86
yard 2 3 porcela n undeterm ined
gulley B 4 2 porcela n undeterm ined
gulley L 3 1 porcela n plate
gulley E 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley H 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley I 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley H 2 3 porcela n large plate
gulley B 5 1 porcela n large plate
gulley C 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley H 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley H 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley I 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley I 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley I 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley K 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley K 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley K 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley O 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley O 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley O 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley O 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley R 5 1 porcela n large plate
yard 10X 3 porcela n large plate
gulley E 1 4 porcela n cup
gulley O 3 1 porcela n cup
gulley I 1 4 porcela n cup
gulley B unknown unknown porcela n large plate
gulley C 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley I 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley I 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley o 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley o 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley o 3 1 porcela n large plate
gulley B 4 2 porcela n large plate
gulley B 3 3 porcela n large plate
gulley B 5 1 porcela n dish
gulley I 1 4 porcela n dish
gulley B 4 2 porcela n platter
gulley R 4 2 porcela n bowl
gulley B 1 4 porcela n bowl
yard 1 4 porcela n large plate
gulley S 4 2 porcela n bowl
gulley E 2 3 porcela n bowl
gulley E 2 3 porcela n bowl
gulley E 3 1 porcela n plate
gulley E 3 1 porcela n plate
gulley E 3 1 porcela n plate
gulley E 3 1 porcela n plate
gulley E 3 1 porcela n plate
gulley E 3 1 porcela n plate
gulley E 3 1 porcela n plate
gulley N 3 1 porcela n plate
gulley N 3 1 porcela n plate
87
107 gulley C 1 4 porcelain plate
108 gulley B 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley B 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley J 3 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley J 3 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley K 3 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley L 3 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley L 3 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley L 3 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley L 3 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley S 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley S 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley s 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley s 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley s 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley s 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley s 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley s 5 1 porcelain bowl
108 gulley L 2 3 porcelain bowl
108 kitchen 17 unknown unknown porcelain bowl
108 kitchen 17 unknown unknown porcelain bowl
108 kitchen 17 unknown unknown porcelain bowl
109 gulley B 5 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley B 5 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley C 3 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley C 3 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley F 3 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley H 3 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley H 3 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley J 3 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley L 3 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley L 3 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley R 5 1 porcelain bowl
109 gulley B 4 2 porcelain bowl
109 gulley C 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley C 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley C 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley C 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley C 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley I 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley I 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley I 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley I 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley I 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley I 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley L 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley L 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley L 2 3 porcelain bowl
109 gulley N 2 3 porcelain bowl
110 gulley E 3 1 porcelain large plate
110 gulley H 3 1 porcelain large plate
110 gulley H 3 1 porcelain large plate
110 gulley H 3 1 porcelain large plate
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
110
111
111
111
111
111
111
111
112
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
113
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
gulley J 3 1 porcelain
gulley J 3 1 porcelain
gulley J 3 1 porcelain
gulley N 3 1 porcelain
gulley N 3 1 porcelain
gulley O 3 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley B 4 2 porcelain
gulley R 4 2 porcelain
gulley R 4 2 porcelain
gulley R 4 2 porcelain
gulley D 2 3 porcelain
gulley D 2 3 porcelain
gulley E 2 3 porcelain
gulley M 2 3 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley R 4 2 porcelain
gulley R 4 2 porcelain
gulley D 2 3 porcelain
gulley B 3 3 porcelain
gulley L 3 1 porcelain
gulley M 3 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley R 5 1 porcelain
gulley B 3 3 porcelain
gulley B 2 4 porcelain
gulley B 5 1 porcelain
gulley C 3 1 porcelain
gulley N 3 1 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley C 2 3 porcelain
gulley I 2 3 porcelain
115
115
116
117
117
118
118
119
120
121
122
122
123
124
124
124
124
124
124
124
125
125
125
125
126
126
127
128
128
128
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
134
134
135
136
137
137
89
gulley J 3 1 porcelain V ase
gulley J 3 1 porcelain V ase
gulley
kitchen/o
A 2 4 porcelain sau c e r
utbuilding 7 3 porcelain undeterm ined
gulley A 2 4 porcelain undeterm ined
gulley A 2 4 porcelain Dish
gulley A 2 4 porcelain Dish
yard 13X unknown unknown porcelain Plate
gulley B 1 4 porcelain Cup
gulley B 3 3 porcelain Cup
gulley K 3 1 porcelain Cup
gulley K 3 1 porcelain Cup
gulley M 2 3 porcelain Cup
gulley B 5 1 porcelain Cup
gulley K 3 1 porcelain Cup
gulley S 5 1 porcelain Cup
gulley S 5 1 porcelain Cup
gulley S 5 1 porcelain Cup
gulley L 2 3 porcelain Cup
gulley L 1 4 porcelain Cup
gulley B 5 1 porcelain Cup
gulley K 3 1 porcelain Cup
gulley B 4 2 porcelain Cup
gulley B 2 4 porcelain Cup
gulley S 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley S 5 1 porcelain large plate
gulley P surface 4 porcelain Bowl
gulley R 5 1 porcelain Bowl
gulley R 5 1 porcelain Bowl
gulley B 4 2 porcelain Bowl
gulley R 4 2 porcelain Bowl
gulley R 4 2 porcelain Bowl
gulley R 5 1 porcelain sau c e r
gulley R 5 1 porcelain Bowl
gulley S 4 porcelain sau c e r
gulley R 5 1 porcelain Bowl
gulley R 5 1 porcelain S au ce r
gulley R 5 1 porcelain sa u c e r
gulley R 5 1 porcelain sa u c e r
gulley R 5 1 porcelain cup
gulley R 5 1 porcelain undeterm ined
gulley O 3 1 porcelain unknown
gulley 0 3 1 porcelain unknown
